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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

One of the important problems in statistical mechanics is the calculation 

of thermodynamic properties of. a many-body system starting from the 

microscopic interactions between the constituent particles. The basic 

quantity to be evaluated is the logarithm of the partition function (or the 

free energy) of the system per particle, from which other thermodynamic 

quantities can be obtained. In many cases, however, an exact calculation is 

impossible. Therefore it can be of interest to consider relatively simple 

model systems, for which exact results can be derived. This thesis deals 

with some aspects of one-dimensional quantum systems with spin S = \ 

characterized by the hamiltonian

N
JC= l 2(J )- (b S*+b S^+b S?) , (S.T =S ). (1)

xi y 1 z 1 * N+1 i

an applied magnetic field b.

The investigation of one-dimensional quantum spin systems may be of 

interest both from an experimental and from a theoretical point of view. 

Recently many experimental data have been obtained for three-dimensional 

systems, with the property that they can be decomposed into a set of one

dimensional chains with a large exchange coupling between neighbouring atoms 

belonging to the same chain and a much weaker coupling between atoms

belonging to different chains. For a review see the paper of de Jongh and.
1) • 2)Miedema ; for recent experimental work see e.g. the theses by van Tol
• • 3)and Klaaijsen . At low temperatures the coupling between the chains can

give rise to long-range magnetic ordering and the system behaves essentially
*)as a two- or three-dimensional system . For temperatures well above the 

transition temperature, the system can be described, essentially in terms of a 

one-dimensional system characterized by the hamiltonian (l).

Near the transition temperature the physical properties of the system 

will depend in most cases only on some global characteristics such as e.g. 

the dimensionality of the system, the spatial symmetry of the exchange tensor

*) Under suitable conditions, however, certain features of a one-dimensional 

antiferromagnetic chain may be observed below the transition temperature 

(K.M. Diederix and T.O. Klaassen, private communication).
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and the range of the interactions, in view of universality and scaling 

Above the critical temperature, however, the physical properties can depend 

on the details of the interaction to a large extent.

Finally it should be mentioned that in a number of cases a relation has 

been derived between the ground state of the hamiltonian of a one-dimensional 

spin model and the largest eigenvalue of the transfer matrix of a two- 

dimensional vertex model. For a review, see Kasteleyn

For some special cases of the hamiltonian (l) an exact treatment has been 

given. As examples the following models can be mentioned:
1. The one-dimensional Ising model ^ with a parallel field (Jy = Jz 0;

b ® b - 0). For some details on the free energy and correlation functions, y z o \ Q \
see Domb and Thompson y .

2. The XY model (Jz = 0) with a perpendicular field (bx = b^ = 0), which

includes the special case of the Ising model (J^ 

perpendicular field. The equilibrium properties have been derived by Lieb,

J =0) with a z

10) and by Katsura 11^, the non-equilibrium properties bySchultz and Mattis 

Niemeijer

3. The XXZ model (J = J ) and the XYZ model. The exact solution for the x y
ground state of the general XYZ model with three different exchange param

eters J , J and J in the absence of a magnetic field (b = 0) has been 
X ^ Z13)

obtained by Baxter . The special case with axial symmetry, the XXZ model,
, - 1 ) has been solved earlier by Yang and Yang

Since the XY model plays an important role in the calculations of this

thesis, it is worthwhile to discuss some aspects of this model in more

solved the XY model for zerodetail. In 1961 Lieb, Schultz and Mattis

temperature. One of the underlying features is that the hamiltonian can be
. t x v x • yexpressed in terms of paulion operators a. = S. + iS. and a. = S. - iS. ,

J J 0 J J <J
(j = 1> •••* N), which satisfy fermion anticommutation relations if they

refer to the same lattice site j and boson commutation relations if they

refer to different lattice sites. Lieb et al. performed the Jordan-Wigner
transformation ^^, which replaces the paulion operators at and a- by 

.j. J J
operators c. and c- satisfying fermion anti commutation relations. They ex- 

J J
pressed the hamiltonian (l) with = 0, bx = b =0 and the spin-cyclic 

(or a-cyclic) boundary condition S^+1 = S^ in terms of the c operators. The 

result is an expression which is bilinear and cyclic in the c operators 

apart from a term which can be considered to be a boundary term. Omitting 

this term one finds a hamiltonian which is cyclic in the c operators and
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which defines the so-called c-cyclic XY model. This hamiltonian can be 

diagonalized easily using a Fourier transformation and a Bogoliubov trans

formation.
Katsura 11^ derived an exact expression which is valid at all

temperatures for the free energy per particle in the thermodynamic limit.
12)Niemeijer evaluated the time-dependent correlation functions of the z 

components of two spins and the time-autocorrelation function of the z 

component of the magnetization.
Mazur and Siskens ^)>^)>18) inves-tiga-tecj the relation between the spin- 

cyclic and c-cyclic version of the XY model in detail, also for finite 

chains. Using a projection operator technique they were able to express the 

canonical averages with respect to the spin-cyclic XY hamiltonian in terms of 

the canonical averages with respect to the c-cyclic and the so-called c- 

anticyclic hamiltonian. (in the c-anticyclic hamiltonian the coupling 

constant between the c operators referring to sites N and 1 is equal to minus 

the coupling constant referring to two neighbouring sites j and j+1, in 

contrast with the c-cyclic case, where the coupling between sites N and 1 

has the same sign.)

In chapter I of this thesis the time-dependent correlation functions have

been investigated and a high-temperature expansion up to the order
(8 = (kT) ^) has been given for the element of the susceptibility tensor

of the spin-cyclic XY chain. Applying the projection operator technique

mentioned above to the calculation of Xxx> one has to evaluate averages of

products of operators, which contain in particular a factor involving the

c-cyclic as well as the c-anticyclic hamiltonian. This factor which does not

arise in the calculation of the zz correlation functions, prevents a rigorous

calculation of the time-dependent xx correlation functions. In contrast with

X , the high-temperature expansion of x shows a strong dependence on the zz xx
anisotropy. It is also shown that the expression for Xxx is different from

its c-cyclic counterpart, even in the thermodynamic limit.

At the end of chapter I two remarks have been added. The first one deals
19) 20)with a simple proof of the thermodynamic Wick theorem * for fermion 

operators, which has been used extensively in the calculation of the 

correlation functions. The second remark illustrates the difference between

the spin-cyclic and c-cyclic version of the XY model for the special case of 
21)the Ising model . For the c-cyclic version of the Ising model exact
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results are given for the susceptibility and the autocorrelation function 

per particle of the x component of the magnetization; the latter quantity 

turns out to be time-dependent.
22)Very recently, Amit Sur, Jasnov and Lowe ' studied the autocorrelation 

function of the x component of the magnetization in the high-temperature 

limit for bz = 0. On the basis of finite chain calculations they conjectured 

that the autocorrelation function of the infinite isotropic XY chain has a 

Gaussian dependence on time. So far no analytical proof of this conjecture 

has been obtained.

Chapter II deals with the anisotropic spin \ Heisenberg chain (J , J andy
J being different) with nearest-neighbour interactions, cf. eq. (l).

Z 23)
Katsura and Inawashiro used a perturbation calculation in terms of

for the logarithm of the partition function per particle, starting from

the isotropic XY hamiltonian. Using a quite different approach Baker,
2h)

Rushbrooke and Gilbert derived high-temperature expansions for the

logarithm of the partition function per particle and the susceptibility x in

zero field for the isotropic Heisenberg chain (J = J = J ). Wood and 
25) 26) x y z

Dalton and Jou and Chen have derived high-temperature expansions in

the case of axial symmetry (J = J ) which apply also to more general spinsx y
and lattices.

In chapter II the specific heat and the susceptibility xzz Per particle

in zero field are given up to 6^ and resp. In particular use is made of a

first order perturbation calculation in and the exact results of the

anisotropic XY model. Note that within the context of the derivation of a

high-temperature expansion all integrals occurring in expressions for

correlation functions of the XY model become trivial. Furthermore use is

made of the high-temperature expansion for x^ of the XY model and the high-

temperature expansion for the susceptibility of the isotropic Heisenberg

chain. Finally the numerical calculations for finite Heisenberg chains with

axial symmetry should be mentioned. These calculations give quite accurate
27)results in the thermodynamic limit, cf. Bonner and Fisher and also

28) 29)Blote and de Neef and Hijmans for more recent results.

In chapter I and II high-temperature expansions have been given for

physical quantities of the XY model and the more general XYZ model resp.

Chapter III, on the other hand, deals with results for the Ising chain

(j = j =0) which are valid at all temperatures. Exact expressions are
y z

given for the (diagonal) elements of the susceptibility tensor in the
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presence of a parallel or perpendicular magnetic field b^ or bz> apart from 

the parallel susceptibility in a field b^ which is evaluated using a 

perturbation calculation (Also the elements of the staggered susceptibility 

tensor are given). As a result it is found that at sufficiently low 

temperatures all susceptibilities of an antiferromagnetic Ising chain 

(J >0) show a minimum for b = 0 and consequently a maximum at some finite 

value of the magnetic field. For high temperatures the susceptibilities have 

a maximum for b = 0 (The staggered susceptibilities, on the other hand, have 

a maximum for b = 0 at all temperatures).

Finally, the possibility of a relation between the susceptibilities of 

the one-dimensional Ising chain and the curious form of the phase boundary

corresponding to the transition from antiferromagnetism to paramagnetism as
2) 30)

observed by van Tol and Poulis * is discussed from a qualitative point
of view.
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I. ON THE TRANSVERSE SUSCEPTIBILITY Xxx OF THE 
ANISOTROPIC ONE-DIMENSIONAL AT MODEL IN THE 

PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE z DIRECTION

1. Introduction. The one-dimensional anisotropic AT model was introduced by 
Lieb, Schultz and Mattis1) in 1961. Katsura2) evaluated an exact expression for 
the free energy, also in the presence of a nonzero magnetic field in the z direction. 
Niemeijer3) derived the time correlation functions of the z components of two 
spins. From refs. 2 and 3 one can obtain an expression for the longitudinal suscep
tibility i.e. the zz component of the susceptibility tensor.

In ref. 3 the spin correlation functions have been calculated for the so-called 
c-cyclic XY model, but in the thermodynamic limit these correlation functions 
can be shown to be equal to those for the so-called a-cyclic XY model, which is 
cyclic in the spins. A detailed investigation of the relation between the a-cyclic 
and the c-cyclic (or c-anticyclic) model has been given in refs. 4, 5 and 6. In ref. 5 
it was shown in particular that the time-dependent zz correlation functions in the 
a-cyclic model can be expressed in terms of canonical averages referring to the 
c-cyclic or c-anticyclic hamiltonian.

The calculation of the transverse susceptibility {i.e., the xx or yy components 
of the susceptibility tensor) is much more difficult, since, as will be shown later 
on in this paper, the canonical averages involve both the c-cyclic and the c-anti- 
cyclic hamiltonian. This difficulty does not show up in the calculation of the time- 
independent xx or yy correlation functions, cf. ref. 1 for T = 0 and refs. 7 and 8 
for nonzero temperatures. Time-dependent correlation functions have also been
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considered by McCoy et al. for T = 0 in two asymptotic cases related to the time 
and the distance between the spins9).

In the present paper we give a high-temperature series expansion for the trans
verse susceptibility %xx in the thermodynamic limit using expansions for the xx 
spin correlation functions for imaginary times (in the absence of a magnetic field 
in the x direction).

In section 2 we review some properties of the a-cyclic XY model as given in 
refs. 4 and 5, which are relevant for the present calculation. In section 3 we ex
press the xx spin correlation functions in terms of canonical averages involving 
the density operators of the c-cyclic and the c-anticyclic models. However, in the 
case of xx correlation functions, we must evaluate averages of complicated op
erators, which contain in particular a factor involving the c-cyclic as well as the 
c-anticyclic hamiltonian. This factor prevents a rigorous calculation of the time- 
dependent xx spin correlation functions. In section 4 this factor is investigated in 
detail and in particular those aspects which are relevant for the calculation of the 
high-temperature expansion for %xx up to a certain order. In section 5 we calculate 
the transverse susceptibility up to order p6, (ft = 1/AT). In the calculation use is 
made of the thermodynamic Wick theorem in a version due to Bloch and De Do- 
minicis10).

In section 6 we give a few graphs and also a discussion on some aspects which 
can be of interest, such as the dependence on the inverse temperature ft, the mag
netic field B and the anisotropy parameter y. In section 7, we give a high-tempera
ture expansion for the susceptibility %xx of the c-cyclic XY model. The result turns 
out to be different from the transverse susceptibility in the a-cyclic model, even 
in the thermodynamic limit. This demonstrates in an explicit way the difficulties 
which can arise, if one uses the c-cyclic model for the calculation of physical 
quantities, even in the thermodynamic limit.

2. Review of the a-cyclic XY model. We consider a linear chain of N spins \ in 
an external homogeneous magnetic field B along the z axis. The spins have aniso
tropic nearest-neighbour interactions. The hamiltonian of the system (the so- 
called XY model) is given by

N
jt = I [0 + y) s;sjx+l + (1 - y) s;s;+1 - bs) ],

j=i
(2.1)

where

*Sj5+i = S? a°d Sn+i = Si. (2.2)

Performing the transformation to paulion operators

Sj = i (fly + fly), Sj = (fly — fly)/2i,

S] = a]aj- i (j = 1....... N) (2.3)
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and subsequently the Jordan-Wigner transformation

a) = exp c), (j = 2, ..., N), a\ = c\>

(2.4)
aj = exp clc^j Cj, (y = 2, ...,V), ax = clt

the hamiltonian assumes the form

= \NB - B^c)cj + i X KcJo+i + ycWj+i) + h.c.]
j = i j= i

- i [(^c, + ycj,cl) + h.c.] exp ^i-£ c)c}j + 1 (^jv+ i = ci)»
(2.5)

where the c operators satisfy fermion anticommutation relations.
The model under consideration is cyclic in the spin operators and consequently 

in the a operators. It is therefore called the a-cyclic XY model.
It is, however, not cyclic in the c operators. By neglecting the last term in the 

right-hand side of (2.5) one obtains the so-called c-cyclic XY model, which is 
much easier to handle. For certain quantities it can be shown that in the thermo
dynamic limit the c-cyclic and the a-cyclic XY models give the same results, cf 
refs. 4-6. (This can of course not be true for finite systems.) In the present paper 
it will be shown that this simplification is not always correct, even in the thermo
dynamic limit. For this purpose we shall present a detailed investigation of the 
transverse susceptibility, corresponding to an infinitesimal magnetic field in the * 
direction.

The a-cyclic hamiltonian (2.1) can be written

Xe = + \h{P + 1), (2.6)

where the c-cyclic hamiltonian Xf is given by

N N
= \NB - BY.c)cj + il [(c)cJ+l + yc)c]+l) + h.c.] 

J=1 J=1

and where h and P are defined as 

h = -[(cki + ydc\) + h.c.]

and

P = exp (i* T.c]cjY
\ j»i /

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)
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We now define operators Pa for a = ±1 by

P. = i(1 + aP), (2I°)

where 1 is the unit operator. The operators Pa are projection operators, i.e.

P*=P„ (<r = ±1), (2-n)

which is obvious from the trivial relation

P2 = 1. (2-12)

In addition they have the following properties

P.P-. = 0 (o = 1,1), (2-13)

[P., •*’-,] = 0 (o — —1,1), (2-14)

[P„h] = 0 (<r= -1,1). (2-15)

Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) are obvious, since P commutes with and h.
From the relation

+ hPl9 (2-16)

it follows immediately that

P'je = P'tf' (<r=-i,+i), (2.17)

where is the hamiltonian of the so-called c-anticyclic model, defined by

+A. (2.18)

More generally, if/ is an analytic function, then

P.K*) = (* = -1,1). (2-19)

In order to evaluate physical quantities involving canonical averages for the 
a-cyclic XY model, one can introduce the projection operators Pa by the trivial 
relation

IP. = 1. (2-20)
a
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Using the projection and (anti)commutation properties of the operators Pa, 
averages for the a-cyclic XY model can always be expressed in terms of averages 
with respect to the c-cyclic and the c-anticyclic hamiltonian.

Before we do this, we shall briefly review the c-cyclic and c-anticyclic XY model. 
These models can be conveniently described in terms of hermitean operators <Xj 
and Pj (j = 1, ...» N), which are linear combinations of the c operators, viz.,

«J = X (Cj + C% [ij = (Cj Cj) 0 =1,..., N) (2.21)
\/2 yJ2

and which have the anticommutation relations 

{#{>#/} = dij, {Pi,Pj} — &u->

{«/,&} = 0 (2.22)

The hamiltonians 3^c (cr = — 1, -f 1) can now be expressed as

./ = 2 Z (S0)Jk*jPk9 (2.23)
J,k = 1

where the matrices Sff (S_, is cyclic and S, is anticyclic) are given by

(S„),fc = (S „)*_, (2.24)

and

(Sff)n = -Bbn.o + i(l -y)dn,l - Ml ^y)S„,l.N

+ i(i +y)V-i -Mi +y)*n.»-1- (2.25)

Here n runs from 1 — N to N — 1.
The dynamics of both models can be solved easily in terms of the a and op

erators. We have the relations

N
<xj (r, a) = Z Kcosh M*r)yk <xk - i (S^M;1 sinh MJt),* pk],

k= 1

(<r= -l,\;j = (2.26)

N
Pj(t, cr) = Z Kcosh Mi*)jkPk + i (S^M;4 sinh M*T)Jk<xk],

k = 1

(a = -1, 1 \j = 1: N)\ (2.27)
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where O (r, a) for an arbitrary operator O is defined by

O (t, cr) = exp (TJ^a) O exp (-tJF0) (a = -1,1), (2.28)

and where Sa is the transpose matrix of Sa, and is defined by

M„ = S„S„ = S„S„ (o' = —1,1). (2-29)

The matrices Mff are symmetric (M_j is cyclic and M + 1 is anticyclic). The rela
tions (2.26) and (2.27) can be obtained from eqs. (24) and (25) in ref. 4 by sub
stituting / = — ir.

The reason for introducing the a and p operators lies in the simple expres
sion (2.23) for the hamiltonian Jfa. This expression is not only convenient for 
the solution (2.26)-(2.27) of the equations of motion, but, as we shall see later on, 
it enables us to apply Wick’s theorem in a convenient way without performing 
the transformation to the representation in which is diagonal.

We finally express the components of the spin operators in terms of the <x and 
p operators.

Using (2.3), (2.4) and (2.21) we have

c* «l
1 =V2’

5M%T
0 = 2, .... JV), (2.30)

S>--K 
1_ V2’ s; = 0 = 2,..., A'), (2.31)

S] = ioijpj 0 = 1. (2.32)

From the anticommutation relations (2.22) it follows that the operator P, defined 
by eq. (2.9), and reading

P = n[(2/i)«A], (2.33)
J= 1

anticommutes with the <x and p operators, i.e.,

{P, ccj) = 0, {P, Pj} = 0 U - 1, ..., N). (2.34)

Consequently, P anticorrunules with Sj and Sj and commutes with Sj, viz.)

{P, Sj} = 0, {P, Sj) = 0 O' = 1, .... AO, (2-35)

[P,S'j] = 0 0 = 1, (2.36)
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For the projection operators Pa we therefore have the following properties

P.Sj = S)P-' (o = -1, 1; j = 1, •••, TV), (2.37)

P'S] = S)P-' (o = - 1 . i;j= i. ~.,7V), (2.38)

P'S) = S)P' ((T = -1,11 \j= 1,. -,7V). (2.39)

From eqs. (2.14), (2.15), (2.18), (2.19), (2.28) and (2.37), (2.38) and (2.39) we ob
tain the relations

P0S* (r) = Pa exp (rjf) S* exp (-tjY) = exp (rJYa) PaSj exp (-rJ?)

= exp (tJPJ SjP_a exp (-rjf) = exp (rJYa) SJ exp (-rJf _,) P_a 

= Sj (t, a) exp (rJ0%) exp (-rJf _,)

(cr= — 1, 1;7 = 1, ...»TV); (2.40)

and similarly

P*Sj W = (r, or) exp (rJfff) exp (-rtf _a) P_oi

(or = - 1, i; y = 1.......AT); (2.41)

(t) = Sj(r, a) P„ (or = -1, 1; y = 1, ..., N). (2.42)

Note that the anticommutalion relations (2.35) lead to an additional factor 
exp (tJ0%) exp ( — rjY_a) which contains the c-cyclic as well as the c-anticyclic 
hamiltonian. This factor prevents in general an exact calculation of time-depen- 
dent correlation functions involving the x and y components of the spins, in 
contrast with the zz correlation functions which have been calculated by Nie- 
meijer3).

3. Transverse susceptibility of the a-cyclic XY model. In the presence of a‘mag
netic field Bx in the x direction, the hamiltonian of the system is given by JP — BXMX,
where Xf is the hamiltonian of the ATmodel given by eq. (2.1) and Mx = S*
is the x component of the magnetization operator.

The transverse susceptibility per particle for Bx = 0 in the thermodynamic limit 
is defined by the relation

Xxx = % = lim lim (fN)~1 In Tr [exp -fi - BXMX)]. (3.1)
N-h» B +0 dBx 

x
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From eq. (3.1) one can derive the relation

1 fi 1 n
X = lim — (q J dr Mx{t) Mx~) — lim — £ 

N-oo N 0 N-*<x> N J.k= 1
dr Sj(t) St}.

In eq. (3.2) use has been made of the notation 

<0> = Tr O,

0(r) = exp O exp ( —rJf),

for an arbitrary operator O and

q = exp(-/5^f) <exp(-/9^’)>-1,

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

is the density operator corresponding to the hamiltonian (2.1).
In view of the translational invariance of the hamiltonian (2.1) and the boundary 

condition (2.2), the susceptibility can be written

X = lim £ (q f dr 5J(r) Sxk>. (3.6)
N-oo k = 1 0

The right-hand side of eq. (3.6) contains important contributions from the spins 
k = N, N — 1, N — 2, .... These contributions can be related to those from 
k = 2, 3, 4... by using the KMS property

(qA (t) By = (qB (/? — r) Ay, (3.7)

for arbitrary operators A and B. From (3.7), (2.1) and (2.2), we have

<qSx, (t) Sxn_p> = <gSi (P - T) Sxp + 2y (p = 0, 1, 2, ...) (3.8)

and the susceptibility per particle is given by

X = (ei dr Sf(r) Sf> + 2 f <p J dr 5Rt) Sp% , >. (3.9)
0 p= 1 0

The right-hand side of eq. (3.9) contains canonical averages with respect to the 
a-cyclic hamiltonian. We do not know these averages a priori, but by using 
eq. (2.20) the averages can be expressed in terms of averages with respect to the 
c-cyclic and the c-anticyclic hamiltonian.
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By using eq. (2.19) the spin correlation functions appearing in eq. (3.9) can be 
expressed as

<E>Sf(T)S,*+,> = (I Z„ <<>,?„>)-»

x[Z. (Q'P'St (r) s;+ , > (p = 0, 1, 2,...), (3.10)
a

where

Za = <exp (-/?Jf„)> (cr = -1, 1) (3.11a)

and

ft, = Z'1 exp (-fix’.) (cr = —1,1), (3.11b)

are the partition function and the density operator of the c-cyclic and c-anticyclic
models, respectively.

After applying eq. (2.40) with Pa to S*(t) and with to Sp+1 successively 
and using the explicit relation (2.10), eq. (3.10) can be written as

<^(t)5px+1> =
Z z0 (r, or) exp (Tjf,) exp (-rJf _„) Sp + l (1 + aP)>
J7 ___

I Z„ <q9 (1 + <;/>)>

(p = 0,1,2,...). (3.12)

By using eq. (2.30), the right-hand side of (3.12) can be expressed in terms of 
the operators a and ft. The result is

<esi w s;+1> = (Y. z, <e„ (i + <7/>)>)-‘

x Z z» <e«“i (T-CT) exP (Tjr.) exP (-TJP-.)

x (naii)«a) «»+i (i + <^)>] {p = i,2,...).

(3.13)
(For p = 0, the factor should be replaced by the unit operator.)

One of the apparent complications in the right-hand side of eq. (3.13) is the 
occurrence of the factor exp (rJfa) exp (—which contains the c-cyclic and 
the c-anticyclic hamiltonian. Such difficulties do not appear in the case of zz cor
relation functions (t) Szp+ j), cf. the difference between eqs. (2.41) and (2.42).

In the special case of time-independent correlation functions with r = 0, the 
right-hand side of eq. (3.13) can be evaluated by using a modified version of
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Wick’s theorem due to Bloch and De Dominicis10), which does not involve time- 
ordered products of operators. This version can be formulated as follows. 

Consider a one-particle hamiltonian

x = ThnW, (3.i4)
k

where the are fermion operators.
Let Al9 A2, A2„ be arbitrary linear combinations of the creation and an

nihilation operators jfk and i]k> and let q = exp(-/fof) <exp 1 be the
density operator, then

<eAtA2-a2„> = x (-1 Y^^AtAj'XeA^y-teA.Aj'-),
J“J...... (3.15)

where jx runs through the values 2, 3, ..., 2n; i2 is the smallest integer different 
from 1 andj\;j2 can have all values different from \,j\ and i2; z3 is the smallest 
integer different from 1 ,j\, i2, j2; and so on. v(P) is the sign of the penvi. ion

(lj\i2j2- in Jn\
\\ 2 ••• In - 1 In)

The right-hand side of eq. (3.15) is by definition the pfaffian consisting of the 
triangular array of averages (qA^j} with 1 < i < j < 2n. Hence

(iQAlA2 ••• A2„y = Pf (Al9 A2i ..., A2n)

= Pf <QAiA2) (qAj3> ••• (qA\A2n— j> (gAtA2n)

(.qa2a3y ••• (.qa2a2„_ly (@A2A2ny

(.QA2„-2A2n- 1 > <QA2n-2^2ny

(qa2„- 1A2„y.
(3.16)

The relation between the Wick theorem and pfaffians was first noted by Caia- 
niello11). An elegant proof of the modified version eq. (3.15) was given by Gau- 
din12) and this formulation has also been used in previous treatments of the XY 
model, cf. Lieb, Schultz and Mattis1) and McCoy et a/.7-9).

If t = 0, the right-hand side of eq. (3.13) can be evaluated in a straightforward 
way by noting that for each value of a, i.e., the c-cyclic case and c-anticyclic case 
respectively, the operators a and p can be expressed as linear combinations of the
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fermion creation and annihilation operators rjlotrjko that diagonalize the hamil- 
tonian cf, the appendix of ref. 5.

The result is then a pfaffian consisting of the averages where the At
and Aj correspond to operators « and /5.

The averages <Q„AtAj> have been calculated previously by Mazur and Siskens4). 
The result is

<Qo«i<*j> = Wu (cr = -1,1 Uj = 1, •••, N), (3.17)

<QaPiPj> =ibtJ {a= —1,1; Uj = 1 j •••» N), (3.18)

<e.«A> = ii (S.M;* tanh i(o = —1,1; Uj = i.......N), (3.19)

where the matrices Sc and Ma have been defined by eqs. (2.24), (2.25) and (2.29).
For r = 0 and finite values of /?, i.e., at nonzero temperature, it is obvious that 

the terms in eq. (3.13) involving the operator P do not give a contribution in the 
thermodynamic limit. In fact we then have an average of a product in which the 
number of different operators pk is of order N. In view of Wick’s theorem and 
eq. (3.19) this gives rise to a factor which has the order of magnitude (tanh -V/?M*)‘v. 
(We shall not go into the details of the time-independent correlations which have 
been calculated by Lieb, Schultz and Mattis1) for T = 0 and by McCoy et al. for 
nonzero temperatures7,8).)

We now consider eq. (3.13) in the case that r ^ 0. If we may neglect the factor 
exp {j.yfa) exp (-rJ>f _,), there is no problem. Using the explicit solution
(2.26) for a;, (r, a) and Wick’s theorem, the correlation function (3.13) can be 
expressed in terms of a finite pfaffian, since in the same way as above the op
erator P does not contribute in the thermodynamic limit. However, it will be 
shown in the present paper that it is by no means justified to neglect this factor.

Finally, it may be noted that McCoy et al.9) have also studied the behaviour 
of time correlation functions (gSf (r) Sp + x) with t = it for T = 0 in the two 
limiting cases p-* oo, t p, and t -* oo, p /, respectively. The effect of the 
factor exp (TjfJ exp (—rJf _ff) could be avoided by considering four-spin cor
relation functions of the type (gSl (t) S*(t) S'kS?}. Such correlation functions 
contain an even number of Sx operators with the same time dependence. Then 
from eqs. (2.14), (2.15), (2.18), (2.19) and (2.37) it can be seen that

Pjs? (r) Sj(r) = S? (T, or) S; (T, a) Pa (3.20)

and by using Wick’s theorem the four-spin correlation functions can be expressed 
in terms of pfaffians. By choosingy and / in such a way that the distance between 
the spins j and i and between the spins / and k is sufficiently large, one can argue 
that in the thermodynamic limit the decoupling

<esf to 5?to ~ <qs? to sxky <Qs; w sr> (3.21)
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will lead to correct expressions for the spin correlation functions. The results ob
tained by McCoy et al. are based on asymptotic properties of Toeplitz deter
minants in the limit that the number of rows and columns tends to infinity.

In the following section we shall investigate the factor exp (rJfa) exp (-rjf _„)•

4. Time-dependent factor. In this section we consider in detail the time-depend- 
dent factor exp (rjfa) exp ( — Tjf_a) occurring in eq. (3.13) for the spin correla
tion function. From (2.18) we have the relation

3f-0 = 3ro-oh (a =-1,1) (4.1)

and in order to handle the time-dependent factor we can apply a Dyson-series 
expansion to the operator _ff. The result is

co r t,

exp (TJfa) exp (-t= 1 + £ o* J dr, f dr2
4=10 0

T«-i
••• J dtJi (tj, <7) h (r2,o) ••• h (rfl, a)

(* =-1,1). (4-2)

Since the operator h is only a local hamiltonian, with a finite operator norm ||/t||, 
it can be shown that the right-hand side of eq. (4.2) is always convergent. Some 
details of the proof will be given in appendix A.

We write

Z vc<*cPn+i-t> (4-3)
e = l,N

where

vi = -i (1 + y\ vN = -i (1 - y). (4.4)

After inserting eq. (4.3) in eq. (4.2), the #th order of perturbation can be written 
as sum of the 2q terms which are characterized by the values e2, ...»£q cor
responding to the q factors h. Consider now the contribution of one of these 2Q 
terms to the numerator in the right-hand side of eq. (3.13). It can now easily be 
seen that the terms with the operator P do not give a contribution in the thermo
dynamic limit. In fact in view of eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) we can also apply Wick’s 
theorem to the time-dependent operators <x (r', a), p (t", o) and an arbitrary term 
of the resulting pfaffian contains at least N — p — q different operators which 
in view of eq. (3.19), would lead to a contribution with the order of magnitude 
(tanh i/JM*)"-'-*.
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After neglecting the terms with the operator P, the correlation function (3.13) 
can be written

x Pfff («, (T,cr),a£l(T1,or),/5Ar+1_ei(r1,<r), 

•‘’i&Cq (jq > cr)’ Pn + 1 - c„ (jq > ^ 1 5 P 1 > • • • 5 >

(4.5)

The pfaffians occurring in eq. (4.5) are defined by eq. (3.16), if the density opera
tor q is replaced by ga, i.e., the density operator corresponding to the c-cyclic and 
c-anticyclic models, for a = — 1, +1 respectively.

In the right-hand side of eq. (4.5) we can also omit the factor Zal(Zl + Z_ ,). 
This follows from the fact that each pfaffian Pf,, occurring in eq. (4.5) multiplied 
with the corresponding factor aq is independent of a, i.e.,

o9 Pfff (•••) independent of a. (4.6)

In order to prove eq. (4.6) we use Wick’s theorem and we consider an arbitrary 
term of the pfaffian. This term involves a product of q + p + 1 averages 
(gaA (t, a) A' (r', a)>, where

A = oc, or pi\ A' = <xj or pj. (4.7)

For the subscripts / and j we have two possibilities:

a) / is an index of the order 1, i.e. i = <P(1), if / N;
(4.8)

b) i is an index of the order N, i.e. i = Q(N), if N — i <$ N.

Then by using eqs. (2.25), (2.26), (2.27) and (3.19), it can be seen that

(gaA (t, cr) A' (r', a)) independent of a, if / and j are both 0(1) or @(N),
(4.9a)

(gaA (r, a) A' (t', <r)> proportional to a, 

if / = 0(1), j = 0(W), or if / = 0(/V), j = 0(1). (4.9b)
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Tf we now consider an arbitrary term of a pfaffian corresponding to the gth 
order of perturbation, the number of averages (4.7) that are proportional to cr, 
cf (4.9b), is equal to q — 2Q, where Q is the number of averages {QaA(r,o)A'(r'.a)} 
where i and j are both 0(N). From this eq. (4.6) is obvious since aqo(l~2Q = 1.

From eqs. (3.9) and (4.5) with the factor Zal(Zl + Z_j) omitted, we have 
a formal expression for the transverse susceptibility per particle. The actual eva
luation of the right-hand side of (4.5), however, is extremely tedious. First of all, 
the number of pfaffians as well as the number of terms contained in each pfaffian 
increases rapidly with the order of perturbation. Secondly, the actual calculation 
of the factors (gaA (r, cr) A' (t\ ct)> with eqs. (2.26), (2.27) and (3.19) involves a 
rather cumbersome numerical integration. Finally we need all correlation func
tions for all values of p > 0, and the larger the p, the larger are the pfaffians.

In the present paper we shall restrict ourselves to a high-temperature expansion 
of the transverse susceptibility, up to a certain order r, i.e.

X = lcJm, (4.10)
m = 1

where m < v.
The spin correlation functions (oS* (r) S*+ x> can be expanded as power 

series in r and p, i.e.,

<QSXr(r)Sxp+iy = X eft(4.11)

and in view of the condition m < v, we can restrict ourselves to values of /. and/* 
satisfying

2 + p, < v — 1. (4.12)

This has three advantages. First of all, we can restrict ourselves to a limited num
ber of orders q of perturbation, in fact q < v — 1. Secondly, we can restrict our
selves to a finite number of neighbours, since, if q is limited and p is too large, we 
would have too many different operators /9fc, each leading to an average 
which in view of (3.19) is at least of order p = (kT)~l. Finally, in the calculation 
of the averages (gaA (t, o) A' (r', a)>, the matrices (cosh M^t), (S^M"* sinh M^r) 
and (SaMJ* tanh i^M„), occurring in eqs. (2.26), (2.27) and (3.19), can be ex
panded as power series in r and p, respectively, and all matrix elements up to a 
certain order v can be calculated analytically.

Although the calculation of the correlation functions subjected to the condi
tion (4.12) is straightforward using eq. (4.5), it will turn out to be convenient to 
use a slightly different method which avoids the multiple integrations over 
t, ,t2, ..., Tq. We shall define a “Liouville” operator by its action on an arbi
trary operator A, viz.

#aA = [JTa,A) +Aoh (a =-1,1), (4.13)
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i.e. consists of the commutator with and a multiplication on the right by 
the operator oh. From the definition of the operator

O (r, a) = exp (rtfa) exp ( — TJf_g) (o = -1,1), (4.14)

we have the equation of motion

— O (t, a) = [ Jfa, O (r, <t)] + O (t, a) oh (a = - 1, 1) (4.15)
dr

and in view of the definition (4.13), the formal solution of (4.15) is given by

O (r. a) = exp {S£„t) (or = -1.1). (4.16)

For the spin correlation function (3.13) we have the expression

<qS* (T) S,\ i> = 2 <Qa*i (t, <y) f ( n — *jpj) <*r + .>• (4.
n=0 HI \J=1 I /

17)

Here use has been made of the fact that the terms involving the operator P and 
the factor y^Zal(Zl + Z_,) in eq. (4.5) can be omitted in the thermodynamic 
limit cf the discussion below eq. (4.4) and eq. (4.6). This implies in particular 
that the right-hand side of eq. (4.17) should be independent of a. This conclusion 
can be verified explicitly by using eqs. (4.9a) and (4.9b) and the fact that an arbi
trary term of S£na which contains m operators a. and p with an index 0(N) is pro
portional to om. This statement can be proved easily by induction.

The various powers of £?a can be calculated directly using the commutation 
relations (2.22)

= -iX(S„UA, (4.18)
A=1

W\Jj] =i£(S (cr= -1,1;;= 1.....JV). (4.19)

As a result, we have

&a = oh = -2iff(S_ + Si&sPi), (4.20)

sel = ah] + a2h2

= (S-, + S2) - 2oB(S.t - $,)(«,«„ - PM 

+ 2aS_]S1 (aIo;N_l + PiPn-i — — PiPn)

(4.21)

(4.22)

— 85*_ iS}(siPn&nPi,

sel = [jp., sel] + selah (.a = -1,1).
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Here and S, are shorthand notations for the matrix elements

(S„)_i s5.1=l(l+ y\ (SJ, = S, = i(l - y). (4.23)

The explicit formula for is rather complicated and is given in appendix B.
We now consider the general structure of S£na. By using the anticommutation 

relations (2.22) each operator ak or /?, which occurs twice can be eliminated to 
give a factor the sign depending on the number of interchanges that are 
needed to bring the two operators next to each other. Then S£na can be written

sr. -1 I I
k, I tl<i2< ■■■ <«'* Ji<J2< ' <J,

- "* aikfiji Pjr (4-24)

If ti increases, the number of operators k + / involved in a term on the right-hand 
side can increase. This is due to the multiplication on the right by the operator cr/;; 
in each step two additional operators <XipN or ocNpl will be added and if these 
operators do not occur in the original term, the number of operators will increase 
by 2. On the other hand, the number of operators oc and p cannot increase, if we 
take the commutator [JCa, ...]. Hence, for increasing values of /?, the powers ££na 
can contain many operators a and p, which can be considered as many-body 
interactions within the context of the c-cyclic and the c-anticyclic XY models. 
This feature explains the complicated structure of the time-dependent correlation 
functions (t) Sp+1>.

The operators S£na have the following two general properties:

a) if n is even, then k = / is even, (4.25a)

if 7z is odd, then k = 1 is odd; (4.25b)

b) consider a nonvanishing term in (4.24) with indices , /2, ..., /'k;

From these indices (k + /) indices are of order 0(1)
the other i(k + l) indices are of order 0(N). (4.26)

The proof of eqs. (4.25) is trivial by induction. The proof of eq. (4.26) is some
what more involved and will be given in appendix C.

We finally consider the contribution of an arbitrary term on the right-hand side 
of (4.24) to the spin correlation function (4.17). The contribution is proportional 
to

1 fa <*)*/» — «lA, —Pjl*lPl*2p2 --<XpPp<Xp+ 1>* (4-27)

Using eq. (2.26) we can expand <x, (t, a) as a power series in r. Consider now the 
contribution due to an operator y, occurring in the rth-order term of this expan
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sion. (Obviously yt = at, if r is even and y, - ft, if r is odd.) Then the contri
bution to the spin correlation function is proportional to

rn+r -'“ikPjx Pj1<X\P\K2Pi — <xppp<xp+ ,). (4.28)

In order to evaluate the average in eq. (4.28), we eliminate all operators a and p 
which occur twice. Then we are left with an average of a product of operators 
and ft each occurring once. The average can be different from 0, if the number s 
of different operators P is equal to the number of different operators <x. Then the 
result can be expressed in terms of a 2.y-dimensional pfaffian, each term of which 
contains s contractions <paa/ft>. The pfaffian will have the order of magnitude 
Ps = (kT)~s, provided that it contains at least one term so that in all the contrac
tions (QgXiPj'), j — i = 0, ± 1, ±(N - 1). If this is not the case the pfaffian will 
have at least the order of magnitude ps + 2. Thus one can evaluate in a systematic 
way all coefficients c[p\ in eq. (4.11) satisfying X + p < v - 1, for a certain value 
of v. (It may be noted that the 25-dimensional pfaffian obtained after removing 
the operators which occur twice, can also be written in terms of an s x s deter
minant, cf. Lieb, Schultz and Mattis. [In our calculation this will not be an im
portant simplification, since in general in a sufficiently large pfaffian only a few 
terms will have an order in p that is low enough to satisfy eq. (4.12).])

In the following section we shall calculate the transverse susceptibility up to 
order pb (v = 6). We then can restrict ourselves to the terms t'‘/9a in the spin cor
relation functions satisfying / 4- /z < 5. 5

5. Correlation functions. In this section we investigate the spin correlation 
functions (4.11) and we shall restrict ourselves to the terms rMpx with X + fi < 5. 
Instead of writing down complicated expressions for various powers of we 
shall select the terms that are relevant from our point of view, i.e. a term in the 
right-hand side of eq. (4.24) is called a “relevant term”, if it can give a non
vanishing contribution with X + ju < 5 to some spin correlation function

(t) Sp+ !>. Obviously, in eq. (4.17), the terms <£na with n > 5 are irrelevant.
We now consider In the average (4.27), we must take the 0-order term in 

the expansion of <xv (r, o) in powers of t, i.e. (r, o) — <xv. Then after eliminating 
the two operators a, occurring in eq. (4.27), all operators a and p should occur 
twice, otherwise we would have at least one additional factor of order p = (&T)_1. 
This is not possible, however. [From (4.25) it follows that each term of Sfl con
tains an odd number of operators a and an odd number of operators p; from
(4.26) it follows that at least one of the indices /', ••• ik, j\ •••./, occurring in (4.27) 
must be of order 0(N) and if <x, (r, cr) = <x, each operator with an index 0(N) 
occurs only once.] Hence, Jzf* is “irrelevant”.

We now turn to itself is of order t4, so that we only can have an addi
tional factor r, arising from the first-order term in r in the expansion of (r, a),
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or an additional factor ft, arising from one average <£*«//?./>, where j — i = 0. ± 1, 
±(AT — 1).

First of all Jz?* has a constant term which does not contain operators \ and ft. 
This term can give a contribution ^t4 to the autocorrelation function (4.27) 
with p = 0 and a contribution %t4/? to the nearest-neighbour correlation with 
p = 1. Obviously, the constant term can give no contributions ~t5, since the 
first-order term in the expansion of a, (r, a) involves operators ftx, ft2 , fts and we 
are left with at least one average (Qaalftj'> which would lead to an additional fac
tor ft. We now consider the terms which contain two operators a^j. Obviously, 
from (4.26). j must be an index of order @(N). The first-order contribution of 
a, (t, a) involves operators ft, so that we are left with an operator i\j. where 
j = Q(N), which occurs only once in (4.27) and which would lead to at least one 
additional factor ft = (kT)~ *. So we can restrict ourselves to terms with \L (t, a) 
= oil, which lead to one average (Qaccjftky which is proportional to ft. The only 
relevant term is <x2ocN, giving a contribution &T*ft to the nearest-neighbour cor
relation with p = 1.

All terms ft,ftj are irrelevant. If we consider the first-order contribution in r 
of «, (t, a), we are left with the operator ax in (4.27) which would lead to an 
additional factor ft. If we take the 0-order contribution, i.e. oiy (r, a) :<x, the 
two operators a, occurring in (4.27) can be eliminated. The operator has an 
index j = 0{N) and a nonvanishing contribution can only occur in an average 
(Qeftj0ip+1)> where p > 1 and this average is at least of order 0(ft3).

Finally we can consider operators <x,c<jftkftl which contain two indices of order 
<V(N). We can restrict ourselves to the terms with oc1 (r,o) = <x, leading to an 
average <[Qa^jft/X where the indices j and / are both of order 0(N). This gives an 
additional factor ft. In addition all remaining operators in eq. (4.27) should occur 
twice. The only relevant terms are those for which / = 2, k = 1, i.e. the terms 
Ki&jftifti* where j and / are of order 0{N)\ these terms can give a nonvanishing 
contribution «r4/5 to the nearest-neighbour correlation with p = 1. In addition 
the difference l — j should have one of the values 1,0, —1. If we now look at 
the complete expression for $£l, given in appendix B, we see that the only terms 
of this type that can arise after taking the commutator ...] or the multi
plication at the right by ah are the terms (x2a.NftxftN and oh^nPiPn-i-

Finally contains a few terms involving 4 operators a or 4 operators ft; these 
terms can never give a contribution. As a conclusion all the terms of ££sa are irrele
vant; the relevant terms in the expansion (4.24) of Jzf* are given by

constant term, oc2<xNftxftNi <x2<xnP\Ph-\- (5-1)

A similar analysis can be given for the terms of Jzf*. Since we have given the 
complete expression in appendix B, we shall omit the details. The relevant terms 
of S£l are

0i\Pn> ^nPii <*2 Pn> KnPzi Unftzi K’X&Z&nftNi PiP2Pn(XN• (5-2)
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Finally it can be shown that all the terms of $£2a and as given in eqs. (4.20) 
and (4.21) are relevant terms.

Using the relevant part of the operator exp (H£ar) the calculation of the spin 
correlation function is straightforward. Since the right-hand side of eq. (4.17) has 
been shown to be independent of a, we shall from now on restrict ourselves to 
the value a = — 1. Using eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), the relevant part of exp _Lr is 
given by

expif.iT = 1 + 2ir + *S'1aN/91)

+ i"r2 (ci>2) + c^2)(X,(XN + c^PiPn + C32)<*i<*n-i +

+ c(s )oc2<xN + c(62)/?o/5n + c(2)(\i<XxPlf$N')

+ ^t3 2i (Cj Pn + c2 + c(3 ^oc2PN + c* )(Xn^2 

+ C5 3 + C6 cc2ocNf}N + c(73)aA^1/52Av)

+ i*4 (44) + c^a2(xN + c^WnPiPn + c(34)«2«^i^_1).
(5.3)

The coefficients c(2) and c(3) have been given in eq. (4.21) and appendix B. After
substituting a = — 1, we have

42) = (si 1 + Si), r(2) _ _ (2) C1 — C2 = 25 (S., - s.),

42) = «£> -cg,»=-2S.1S1. c?> = -85'.151; (5.4)

«?> = si, + 5 + 2J82(S_1 -- SJ,

43) = 5Si + 5? -• 252(5_! - Si.),

43> = -BS-AS-i ~ Si), 43> = (5., -

C(53) = S-i5?, c<3) = 6$!,$,, cc73) -6S_, sf- (5.5)

The coefficients c(4) can be calculated by using the result for j£?3 with a = — 1 
in appendix B. Cq4) is due to the multiplication of the terms with oc,pNf aNpl by ah. 
c<4) has a contribution from the term <x,oc2ocNpN after multiplication by ah and 
also contributions from ccNp,, <x2pN, ocNp2i ocnPz and KiPn-i after talcing the com
mutator [yfa,...]. c(24) can arise from the terms <Xi<x2<xNpN and aNfi,p2pN by taking 
the commutator [JFa, ...] and also from cc2fiN after multiplication by ah. Finally 
f(34) can be obtained from <x2pN-i after multiplication by ah. The results are

c(04) = [Sty + 10Slrf + St + 2B2 (Si, - 2S-tSt + S2,)],

ci4) = [lOSitS, 4- 4S.,Sl + 2B2 (-3Si, + 2S.,S, + Sjf)],

c<24) = -8BiSl^, - S^Sl), c(34) = 8SlLS2,. (5.6)
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The spin correlation functions can be calculated by inserting (5.3)—(5.6) into 
eq. (4.17). We then use the expansion, cf. (2.26).

(t, —1) = «, — ir ( — B($x + Stp2 + 5_,/3a-)

+ \x2 [M2 («3 + ,) + Mx (oc2 + <xN) + M0ocx]

- i*3 [(SM)3/54 + (SM)2 /?3 + (SM), f}2 + (SM)ojJ,

+ (SM)_, pN + (SM)_2 f$N-x + (SM)_3 fis-i]

+ jjt4 [(M2)0«i + (M2), a2 + irrelevant terms]

+ higher orders in t. (5.7)

Here M,, (SM), and (M2),, \q\ < 3 are shorthand notations for matrix elements 
which are independent of <r, i.e.

K ee (Mff)kfc+„ (SM), = (SffMff)fck+„
(5.8)

(M2),= (M 2a)kk+q.

After inserting eqs. (5.3)-(5.7) into (4.17) we obtain a large number of terms, 
each containing an average of a product of operators a and /?. Using Wick’s 
theorem, the averages can be expressed in terms of pfaffians with elements 
To each element we apply the expansion

<&,«*&> = ii (S0M;* tanh i/3M*),_»

= (5.9)
4 48 480

for a = — 1.
For each value of p, (/.e. for each spin correlation function), we can combine 

the contributions that are proportional to We restrict ourselves to the values 
X and p satisfying X + p < 5. This restriction reduces the number of neighbours 
we have to consider. In fact, in this approximation, we have

<^(t)S;+i> = 0, for p>6. (5.10)

[In this equation it has been assumed that p < N — 5, cf. eq. (3.8).] Furthermore, 
the restriction X + p < 5 reduces to a large extent the size of the pfaffians we 
have to consider. The largest pfaffians have 4 or 5 rows, but they contain only 
one term which satisfies the restriction. Then we are left with pfaffians correspond
ing to 3 or less different operators a and different operators /5; such pfaffians have
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at most 6 nonvanishing terms. The calculation of the spin correlation function is 
now straightforward, but very tedious. Some useful matrix elements are given in 
appendix D. The result can be expressed as

<qSx(t)Sxp+1> = Ap + Bp, (5.11)

where Ap is the contribution from the term 1 on the right-hand side of (5.3) and 
Bp is the contribution from the remaining terms. The Ap are the correlation func
tions we would have obtained, if we had neglected the factor eTjr<r e~x*~a in 
eq. (3.13). The explicit expressions for the coefficients Ap are given in appendix E. 
The coefficients Bp are given in appendix F. With these results the evaluation of 
the spin correlation functions with p < 5 is simple, and the result is

<qsxa t) sx6y (5.12)

<esi(T)s5*> = ^-sU, (5.13)
64

<oSf (t) Sly = Si, + (3Si, + 5Si,S? + 4S2Si,), (5.14)

<gSf (r) SJ> = — Six - —(2Si, + 4Si,Si + 3B2Si1), (5.15)
16 192

<eSf (r) si> = —2- s_, + [si, + 2s_,s? + b2 (2s_, + s,)]

+
Q32t - fa2)

16
(S.,S,2 S25.)

- [Si, + 6Si,S? + 3S_,S,4 + B* (3S_, + 2S.)
960

+ S2(6Si, + 9Si,S, + 12S-,S? + 3Sf)[

- [3Si,Sf + 3S_,S^ - 2BiS1 - B2 (3Si,S,+3S?)]

+ [Si,Sf + 3S_,S, + S“S_,
192

+ B2 (-2Si,S, + 2S_,Sf)]
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0V 0T4
[2SiySl - B4(S.l + 2SO+

96 192

- £2(S-iSi + 25_,5? + 35?)], (5.16)

<e«(T) s?> = * - (/?r -t-2) (*2 + 25?)
8

+ [45?,5? + 25? + B* + B2(25?, + 45. ,5, + 65?)]
96

+ EL si + (1L . &L\
16 V 96 48 y

x [45it5? + 85f + 54 + B2 (25i, + 45_151 + 65?)].
(5.17)

With the correlation functions (5.10) and (5.12)—(5.17) we can calculate the 
transverse susceptibility (3.9) per particle in the thermodynamic limit. The result is

X„ = IP - iP2S-, + (65?, - 25? - B2)

+ -E— ( — 25?! + 3 5_,5? + 2B2S_I)
48

+ -E- [55?, - 16S?,5? + 35?
480

+ 54 + 52(-135?, + 4 5_,5, + 65?)]

+ -P— [-65?i + 225?i5? - 335_,5?
2880

- 17fi45_, + B2 (245?j - 385? ,5, - 705_,5?)]. (5.18)

Remarks. The yy component of the susceptibility tensor %yy can be obtained from 
the expression for %xx by the substitution y -* -y, which is equivalent to the 
interchange of 5_x and 5t.

The off-diagonal components %xy, %xz and %yz of the susceptibility tensor are 
equal to zero. For %xz and x>■: this is easily appreciated, since the quantum- 
mechanical traces involved contain an odd number of a and 0 operators. For %xy 
one can easily check that all terms in the high-temperature expansions for the 
correlation functions are purely imaginary, and therefore cannot contribute to %xy-
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6. Results and conclusions. In this section we shall give a few graphs of the 
transverse susceptibility %xx vs. one of the parameters /?, y of B (keeping the other 
two parameters fixed), and discuss some salient features*.

In fig. 1 the susceptibility is plotted vs. the inverse temperature (3 for various 
values of y, keeping B fixed at B = 0.

Fig. 1. The transverse susceptibility % vs. the inverse temperature /? in the absence of an external 
field B for various values of the anisotropy parameter y. The dashed curves represent the exact

expressions (6.1) and (6.2).

Fig. 2. The transverse susceptibility y vs. the external field B at (l = 1 for various values of the
anisotropy parameter y.

Fig. 3. The transverse susceptibility / vs. the anisotropy parameter y in the absence of an external 
field B for various values of the inverse temperature /?.

* Although the calculations given in this paper hold for arbitrary values of y, we shall, when 
interpreting the results, restrict ourselves to the interval -1 < y < 1, i.e. the antiferromagnetic 
XY chain.
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The drawn curves have been obtained by using the high-temperature expansion 
up to p6, the dashed curves represent the exact expressions for %xx at y = -1 
(the upper dashed curve) and at y = 1 (the lower dashed curve) in the thermo
dynamic limit. These exact expressions are

Xxx(y = 1, B = 0) = i0 e~fi (6.1)

and
y.xx (y = -1, B = 0) = i tanh \p + -J-p cosh"2 ip. (6.2)

Eq. (6.1) is the (longitudinal) susceptibility at B = 0 for the Ising model. Eq. (6.2) 
can be obtained from at B = 0 and \y\ = 1 for the XY model, by using e.g. 
eq. (39) of ref. 4. For p < 1 the agreement of the high-temperature expansion 
with the exact expressions is excellent. For 1 < p < 1.3 there is a slight discre
pancy which increases to an amount of 2% at P = 1.3. We note that for y = 1 
there is a maximum at P = 1.0 for the exact expression as well as for the expan
sion.

For y = 0.8 the susceptibility reaches its maximum at about p = 1.1. For y = 0.5 
the maximum is found at about p = 1.3. For lower values of y the maximum will 
occur at higher values of p.

Fig. 4. The transverse susceptibility % vs. the inverse temperature /? for various values of the 
external field B; the anisotropy parameter y is equal to 1.

For y = — 1 the value of p for which % reaches its maximum can be estimated 
from the exact expression (6.2). This value is p = 2.40. The curves of fig. 1 refer 
to the case B = 0. A change of the magnetic field in the range 0 < B < 1.2 would 
modify the picture only slightly.

This is shown in fig. 2, where we plot # vs. B for various values of y, p being 
fixed at p = 1. The variation in the range 0 < B < 1.2 is at most 6%, and for 
lower values of p the variation is even smaller.

The dependence of % on the anisotropy parameter yf however, is very strong, 
e.g. at p = 1 and B = 0 the susceptibility for y = — 1 is 2.3 times as large as the 
susceptibility for y = 1. This strong dependence is shown in fig. 3, where % is 
plotted vs. y for various values of p, keeping B = 0. Note that the steepness of
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the curves is the more pronounced as p increases. It is of interest to compare these 
dependences (weak on B, strong on y) with the behaviour of the longitudinal 
susceptibility To this end we have estimated y== for various values of y, p 
and B, by using a high-temperature expansion of eq. (39) of ref. 4 up to p1.

Firstly, we note that %zz does not depend on the sign of y. But apart from this, 
it appears that for P = 1 and 0 < B < 1 the longitudinal susceptibility %zz 
decreases only by at most 4% when |y| varies from 0 to 1; this change is even less 
for lower values of p. This contrasts clearly with the dependence of %xx on y 
(see fig. 3). It is obvious that for establishing the anisotropy parameter of an 
XY system, the transverse susceptibility is a much more useful quantity to be 
measured than the longitudinal susceptibility.

As for the dependence on B, it appears that at p = 1 the longitudinal sus
ceptibility yzz decreases by about 20%, when B varies from 0 to 1. This contrasts 
with the very weak dependence of %xx on B (see fig. 2). Finally, in figs. 4 and 5, 
we plot '/xx vs. P for various values of B, keeping y = 1 and y = 0.5 respectively. 
One should realize that for the values B = 1.4 and B = 1.8 the expansion we 
have used, starts to be less reliable at p values of about 0.9.

Fig. 5. The transverse susceptibility y vs. the inverse temperature for various values of the 
external field B\ the anisotropy parameter y is equal to 0.5.

It seems, however, correct to conclude that the value of P for which % reaves 
its maximum decreases to lower values of P with increasing B, and furthermore 
that the maximum value of % decreases too, when B increases.

7. The susceptibility in the c-cyclic XY model. In this section we shall investigate 
the susceptibility for the c-cyclic XY model, i.e.,

Z = lim(lIN) £ <P« J dr Sj (r, a) 5J>, (7.1)
N-* co J,k = 1 0
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where Qa, cf (3.11), for a = — 1, + 1 is the density operator corresponding to the 
c-cyclic and c-anticyclic hamiltonian given by eq. (2.23).

We shall show that the susceptibility (7.1) is different from the a*a* susceptibility 
(3.2) in the a-cyclic XY model, even in the thermodynamic limit.

From the KMS property (3.7) it follows that

■/. = J dr lim (1/JV) ( £ <e„S/ (r, a) Sj >
0 N-00 \J= 1

+ 21 I <e.SJ (r, c) Sf+P>
J= 1 P=l, 2......JV-J

In contradistinction to the a-cyclic AT model, that is periodic in the spin com
ponents Sx, c/. eq. (2.2), we cannot restrict ourselves to the first spin withy = 1. 
In fact the spin correlation functions appearing in the right-hand side of (7.3) 
depend on j.

In the case that j = 1, the result is simple. Noting that the terms involving P 
can be omitted in the thermodynamic limit, cf. the discussion below eq. (4.4), 
and also noting that the factor Zff/(Z, + Z_,) in eq. (4.5) can be omitted 
due to eq. (4.6), we see that the spin correlation functions (QgS* (t, a) Sxp+i}, 
can be obtained from eq. (3.12) by omitting the factor exp exp (-rj^_ff), 
or equivalently, by replacing the operator expifflr by 1, cf. (4.14) and (4.15). 
Hence the correlation functions <.QaS* (r, a) S'l+ j) are given by the coefficients 
Ap, defined by eq. (5.11) and explicit expressions for these coefficients have been 
listed in appendix E. It is not surprising that these correlation functions are 
different from the a-cyclic correlations (r) S*+ j >. In fact the c-cyclic and 
c-anticyclic model can be obtained from the a-cyclic model by introducing a 
disturbance in the coupling between the spins 1 and N and here we investigate 
the correlation function just at the position of the disturbance.

We now consider a general spin correlation function (gaSj (r, a) S]+p}, for 
sufficiently large values of j, i.e. far enough away from the disturbance by virtue 
of which the c-cyclic and c-anticyclic model have been introduced.

By using the Jordan-Wigner transformation (2.4), or more specifically the 
explicit expressions (2.30) for the spin components, and also the anticommutation 
relations (2.22), the spin correlation function can be written

(7.2)

(QoSj (t> a) Sj+p)

= ± <Qa«j (t, o) (P1 ••• Pj-1)(t,g)P1 ••• Pj-iPj ••• PJ+p-iOiJ+p), (7.3)

where Pk = (2/i)cxfc/?*. [Note that the factor (F, ••• Pj-i) (t, a) does not occur 
for J = 1, cf eq. (7.9).]
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In order to evaluate the right-hand side of (7.3), we use the identity

Pi - Pj-i*. = (*. ~ oh + hj) Px ••• Pj.l9 (7.4)

where

hj = — 2i (S-1«JPJ-1 + S,«,_,ft). (7.5)

Here h has been defined by eq. (2.8), cf also eq. (4.20) and and Sx have been 
given by eq. (4.23). The derivation of (7.4) is given in appendix G. From (7.4) it 
follows that

P\ • • Pj-1 exp( —tyea) = exp [—r (X-a + hJ)]Pl ••• Pj.Xi (7.6)

where also use has been made of the relation (4.1).
We now use (7.6), the trivial relations Pf = 1 and the fact that the operators Pk 

commute among each other. Then the spin correlation function <gaSj (r, <x) Sj+py 
for j > \,j + p<N\s given by

(.QaSj (r, o) Sj+P} = i <ga exp (tjTJ <xJPl ••• Pj-X exp (-Tjfff)

x pi "* pj-\PjPj+P-i«J+py

= i <Q„ exp (rJfa) oij exp [-t (Jf + hj)]

X Pj Pj + p-X&j+p)

= i <Qa<*j (*, cr) exp (TJ>ra) exp (-rJf _,) Oj (r, -a)

x ( II (2/i) «/+*>> (7-7)

where

0/ (r, -a) = exp (r^f _ff) exp [-r (Jf + /iy)]- (7.8)

Eq. (7.8) is not valid for j = 1; we then have

<&$*(t, cr) 5P+1> = i <Qa<x1 (r, a) ^[1 (2/0 #*&) <*p+i> (7-9)

For Oj (t, — cr) we have the equation of motion

— Oj (r, -cr) = Oj (t, -cr)] - Oj (t, -cr) hs (7.10)
dr
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and the formal solution can be written as

Oj (t, -o) = exp (Sf-'jt), (7.11)

where the “Liouville operator” 1?-a%J is defined by its action on an arbitrary 
operator A, i.e.

se_„jA = A) - Ahj. (7.12)

In particular, we have

<e_.,j=-hj, (7.13a)

= -[jP_a,hj\ +hi (7.13b)

From (7.7), (7.11), (4.14) and (4.16) we have the expression 

<Q*Sj (t, a) Sjx+P> = i <Qa<Xj (t, o)
/J+p- i

x exp (Sea t) exp (JSf _a, _,t) ^ [] (2/0 ;j «/+p> •

(7.14)

In order to evaluate the right-hand side let us first consider the correlation function 
(gSj (t) Sj+p} in the a-cyclic model. (Because of the translational invariance, this 
correlation function is of course equal to <gS* (t) ,Sp+1>.)

Using similar considerations as in the derivation of eqs. (3.12), (3.13) and (7.3), 
the correlation function can be written as

<esj W s?+py = £ za <<?, (i + oP)>y'

x <Qa»j(jy o’) (Pi ’• *Pj-i) (t, &) exp (rJ^a) exp (-rJJf-J Pi

Pj-iPj Pj+p-i&j+p (1 + <xP)>. (7.15)

Using eq. (7.6) with —a instead of o and using a similar line of reasoning as in 
the derivation of eqs. (7.7) and (7.14), it can be shown that

<Qs; w s;+py (X z, <e. 0 + *«>)

= i E z* <2* exP () *jPi - Pj-1 exp (-T^f _ff)
«T

x Pj ••• Pj_lPJ ••• Pj+p-iOj+p (1 -+• crP)>

= i Z <0**; (*> cr) exp (t^J exp [-r (Jf„ + /*.,)]
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x Pj ••• Pj+p-iOtj+p(i + oP)y

= i X z* <*j (T> °) °j (t <*) pj •” Pj+p-i<xj+p (1 + aPy>
a

(7.16)

In the same way as we did in section 4 it can be argued that the terms involving 
the operator P can be omitted in the thermodynamic limit for non-zero temper
atures and furthermore the average •••) occurring in the right-hand side of 
(7.16) can be seen to be independent of o, cf. the discussions below eqs. (4.5),
(4.6) and (4.17). The a-cyclic correlation function is then given by

(qSj (t) Sj+p)

(7.17)

Eq. (7.17) obviously is equal to the correlation function (qS* (t) Sp + l} given 
by eq. (4.17). First of all the right-hand sides of (7.17) and (4.17) are independent 
of cr, so that v/e can restrict ourselves to the c-cyclic case with a = — 1. If we then 
apply the translation 2T over j — 1 lattice sites which transforms in particular 
the pair of neighbours j — 1 ,j into the pair of neighbours N, 1, the operator 
exp (J5?defined by (7.11) and (7.8) for <7=1, is transformed into the 
operator

2T exp = exp exp [ —t (Jf _ j + /j)]

= exp (rJf _,) exp ( —rJf,) = exp^^r), (7.18)

so that the translational invariance is shown in an explicit way by (7.17).
If we now compare the second line of the right-hand side of eq. (7.7) with the 

second line on the right-hand side of eq. (7.16), we see that the operator 
exp [ — t (Jf-e + //j)] occurring in eq. (7.7) for the c-cyclic correlation function 
has been replaced by the factor exp [—+ hj)] occurring in eq. (7.16) for 
the a-cyclic correlation function. This replacement is a direct consequence of the 
commutation relation (2.37) for Sj, which involves both projection operators Pa 
and P_a.

As a result the c-cyclic correlation function (,QaSj (r, a) Sf+P) given by eq. (7.14) 
for j # 1 contains an additional operator exp which does not occur in the 
corresponding expression eq. (7.17) for the a-cyclic correlation function. We now 
consider eq. (7.14). Assuming that the correlation function (7.14) can be expanded
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as a power series in r and p, we have for sufficiently large values of j and N — j\ 
(j + p < N), the decoupling

<QaS; (r, a) s;+p> = \ (Qg exp(<?ar)>

x <<?*«/(*, o)exp(Se_aJT) ^ f] (2/i) «/+p>-

(7.19)

Eq. (7.19) is proved in more detail in appendix H. In addition, for sufficiently 
large values of j, if we restrict ourselves to contributions ~ r,lp2 satisfying 
A + p, < v — 1, cf. (4.12), the operator exp ( + .£?_„,yr) on the right-hand side 
of (7.19) can be replaced by exp (+^at yr) and due to of (7.17), we have the 
simple relation

<QaSj (r, a) S;+p> = <0, exp (^ar)> (gS] (r) S]+p> (7.20)

for sufficiently large values of j and N — j. Hence the correlation function in the 
c-cyclic model can be obtained from those in the a-cyclic model after multiplication 
by the factor exp The evaluation of this factor is straightforward. If we
restrict ourselves to the case that v = 4, “the relevant part” of expi^T, /.<?., 
the terms which give contributions « with /. + /i < 3, is given by

exp(i?_,T) = 1 + 2ir (S_ + S.a*/?,) + i1r2(S!, + S?), (7.21)

so that

<£-, exp (^_jt)> = 1 + I(t2 - px){Sl, + S2,). (7.22)

Using eqs. (7.20), (7.22) and the a-cyclic correlation functions (5.16) and (5.17), 
the c-cyclic susceptibility (7.3) up to order p4 is given by

Who = Who - (£3/48) {Si, + Si) + (p*l48) {Si, + S2,). (7.23)

Here %a.CyClIC is the a-cyclic susceptibility given by eq. (5.18). The result is

2c.cyc.ic = ip - W2S-X + {p*m(5Si{ - 3sl - B2)

+ (/94/48) ( — Sl, + 45_,Sf + 2B2S_,). (7.24)

Hence, the c-cyclic model cannot be used to evaluate the xx susceptibility of the 
a-cyclic XY model, even in the thermodynamic limit. For arbitrarily large values 
of j, the effect of the local disturbance in the coupling between the spins 1 and N
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on the correlation function (QaSj (r, a) Sj+P) is not negligible. This is due to the 
fact that the Jordan-Wigner operators Px (r, a) ••• Pj-X (r, a) in eq. (7.3) are 
“time dependent”.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we prove that the perturbation expansion (4.2) is convergent. 
Consider the contribution C(fl) of the #th order of perturbation to the correlation 
function (qS* (t) Sp+l}. Noting that the terms with the operator Pcan be neglected 
in the thermodynamic limit and using the fact that the factor Zff/(Z, + Z_,) 
in eq. (4.5) can be omitted, cf. (4.6), C(q) can be written

1 'q- IC(Q) = i <exp (-/tofff)> 1 /dr, j dr2 ••• J dr^a9
0 0 0

where

x Q~(x~x')*r°h h ... e-(r‘'-1-r‘j)jr‘7// e~T<Jir°By

(A. 1)

*=[ 0 (2/i )«,&)«„+ (A. 2)

In order to estimate C(fl), we use the Holder inequality for operators

I<0,0, - 0„>I < n <(OlOk)^y,e\ (A.3)

for arbitrary operators Ok and nonnegative numbers 0lf 02,0„ satisfying 

IV1 = 1. (A. 4)
k= 1

A simple proof of this inequality was given in ref. 14. For arbitrary real positive 
numbers , X2 > • • • > K with

A, + ?i2 + ••• + K = P (A.5)

and a hermitean operator O, we have in particular the inequality

|<e-A*°0, e~*2° 02 e^'0o,)| < ||0,|| ||02|| ... ||0J, (A.6)

where 110*11 is the norm of the operator Ok, i.e. the largest eigenvalue of (OlOkf 
Eq. (A.6) follows immediately from (A.3) by choosing

n = 2s, O21 = 0;1 = ••• = 0L1 = 0,
(A.7)

01 — Pl^lt 03 = pl%2> ••• > 02s- 1 = PIK‘
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The simple version (A.6) of the Holder inequality has been applied previously 
by Ginibre and Gruber15).

From (A.l) and (A.6) it is now obvious that

|C(,)I <i (/?"/<?!)H«.II WWBW (A.8)

and all the operator norms on the right-hand side of (A.8) are finite.

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we give the expression for the operator where S£a is 
defined by eq. (4.13). It is given by

££a = ( —2ia) (bcrSiS-i (<XiPiPn-iPn ~ ^i^i^nPn)

+ 6aS.tSl(Pip2pNas - 

+ oc1ps[Sil + SS-iSt + 2B2(S.l - 5,)]

+ [Si + SSl^ + 2B2 (5, - 5.,)]

— 55_, (S'.! — Si)(oc2Pn + P,\-i)

— BSi (Sx — S-i) (aNp2 + &n-iPi) + oc3pNSl15*i + aNP3Si.S-.l

— 2oc2pN_lS_lS1 — 2<xN_ip2S^lS i}. (B.l)

APPENDIX C

In this appendix we prove eq. (4.26) by induction over n. Suppose it is true for 
then each term in the right-hand side of eq. (4.24) contains \ (k + /) operators 

with an index 0(1) and ±(k + l) operators with an index 0(N). In order to prove
(4.26) for i?J+1 we first note that the commutation with does not change the 
number of different operators <x and p, i.e. if we take from (4.24) a term T with 
k + l different operators, then T] has also k + / different operators. Suppose 
[Jfoy T] has a term with k + / — 2 different operators. This can occur at least in 
principle, if in the term T = ••• <xlkpJt ••• pJt, we have operators aip and pJq
such that

= ->(S*)ipjqPjq + other terms, (Sa)lpJq * 0, (C.l)

then we have two operators PJq after the commutation and these two operators 
can be eliminated using the anticommutation relations. However, in that case we
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can write

T = **i A’ (C.2)

where A is an operator which does not contain a(p and Then

pf„, T] = [jf,, /(] + ,4 [je»„ (C.3)

where

octpPj'] = — i X (SJ/pfc PkPjq + • X (S<j)kjq <*ip<*k
k k

= ~l X (S<j)lpk Pkpjq + i X (S(r)fc./ (C.4)
fc*./, **/,

and the right-hand side of (C.4) is a bilinear form in the operators <x and p. Hence 
[Jf, T] contains k + l different operators a and p. In view of the identity

[■*%. C,C2 CJ = X ••• CM C,] C/+1 C5, (C.5)
i

[Jfa, T] contains at least {k + l) — 1 operators with index 0(N). Furthermore 
only terms T involving «,, aN, pi, ps can lead to terms [3^0, T] which have a 
number of operators with index d)(N), which is different from \{k + /). So we 
can restrict our attention to terms T, in which

*‘i = 1. or h = N, or j\ = 1, or j, = N. (C.6)

Consider now the product Toh. Only the terms which satisfy one of the four 
conditions

h ~ I? Ji ^ N\ ik = N, ji # 1; it # 1, j\ = N’, ik # N, = 1, (C.7)

can lead to terms in which the number of operators with index 0(N) is different 
from the number of operators with index 0(1). Using eqs. (C.6) and (C.7), we find

1 = [jt„ se:\ + srjah = I X C,
k,l ix<i2<-"<tk

Jl<J2< -<Jl
X { — KS^lNlpN^ii ",<XlkPji i. 1 — *',mCltkPjl"mPjl-i0Cl &Jl'N]

— [«!, ".. Klit-iPlPji *" Pji&lk.N ~~ aii ‘ ” 0cik0iNPj1 **• Pji&Jt.l]

— 2ioS-, i (1 — dJhN) + dJlt /v(1 — <5/,. i)] aii alkPji “* PjialpN

— 2io\S,1 [<5,ktW(l — + <5y,. i (1 — A fi *'■ aikPji **■ Pji^nPi}

+ other terms. (C.8)
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Here the other terms contain the same number of operators with index 0(1) as 
operators with index C(N). By using the commutation relations (2.22) and also 
the relations (S„),jV = -a5_,, (S„)N1 = -<t5,, cf. (2.24) and (2.25), it can be 
shown that the term between curly brackets in the right-hand side of (C.8) vanishes, 
so that

= other terms, (C.9)

i.e.y each term of £fna+1 contains as many operators with index 0(1) as operators 
with index 0{N).

APPENDIX D

In this appendix we give some matrix elements {N\g)v = (M„)*.*+„. (S^MJ,, 
(M„)fl and (SaM*)a for small values of \q\. These matrix elements are independent 
of a and have been used in the calculation of the spin correlation functions in
section 5.

M0 = 5i, + S] + B2, (D.l)

Mx — M-, = -5(5_, + 5,), M2 = M_2 = 5_,5,} (D.2)

(SM)2 = -B(Sf + 25_,5,), (D.3)

(SM), = 2Sl1Sl + S] + B2 (5_, + 25,), (D-4)

(SM)0 = -B3 - 25(5!, + 5_,5, + 5?), (D.5)

(SM)_, = 5!, + 25_,5? + B2 (25_, + 5,), (D.6)

(SM)_2 = -5(5!, + 25_ ,5,), (D.7)

(M2), = —2 [53 (5_, + 5,) + 5(5!, + 25!,5, + 25_,5? + 5?)], (D.8) 

(M2)0 = 5!, + 45!, S\ + S\ + 54 + 452(5!, + 5_,5, + 5?), (D.9)

(SM2)., = 5!, -f 65!,5? + 35_,5? + 54(35_, + 25,)

+ 352 (25!, + 35!,5, + 45_,5? + 5?). (D.10)
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APPENDIX E

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for the contribution Ap to the spin 
correlation functions (gSx (r) Sp+l) arising from the term 1 in eq. (5.3). We have

Ap = 0, p > 6,

A'-SLsi^
128

(E.I)

(E.2)

64 S-‘-

A} = -~sit + -^-(35?, + 55?,5? + 4fl25?,) + St
32 384 64 (E.4)

(E.3)

S'5 1»

A2 = — Sf, - — QStx + 4Si.S] + 3525?1) - —^J-Lstx
16 192 32

(E.5)

Ax = — £-S.x + — + 2S_,S? + 52(2S_, + 5,)]
8 96

(p-r - fix2) 3 5 2 _
16

960
[5?, + 65?,5? + 35_,5? + fl4(35_, + 2 5,)

+ 52(6S?, + 95?^, + 125_,5? + 35?)]

- — [25? [ + 75? t5? + 35_, 5? — 2,B45, + 3.B2 (5?n - 5?i5, - 5?)] 
192

+ — [St, + 35? ,5? + 25_ ,5? + B45_, + B2 (5?t — 35?lSl - 5?)] 
192

P2r2 _ jW_ | [5s( + 45?15? + 5_,5?

96 192.

- B4 (5_i + 25.) + 2B2 (5?! - S?)], (E.6)

_ 1 (/3t — T2) /C2(5?I + 5? + 52) + (^I-^i + ^ 
8 V 96 48 96

x [Sh + + Si + B* + 4^2(5:x + SLA + -SJ)]. (E.7)



APPENDIX F

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for the contributions Bp to the 
spin correlation functions (r) S*+1) arising from exp (if it) — 1 in eq. (5.3). 
We have

Bp = 0, if p > 4 (also if p < N — 3),

B - ^r2 ( 2c(2)S3 + c(2)S2 S ) (^T~ 
B3- — ( 2c0 S_1+c5 S-.S,) I ^

(F.l)

(F.2)

(F.3)

B, = + 2c(,4)5I + cfB - c(34>5,)
768

+
V 96 

P2r2

192
[2c<3>5!, - 43)(5_,5, - B2)]

fo2 jay
(Ic^'BS, - 2c‘s3>S? + c^B2) - — tf'5_ 

192 16

_ ill c‘2>s, + &- 
32 384

{2c(02) [5!, + 25_,5? + B2 (25_, + 5,)]

+ 42>-S(5ii + 25_,5,) - d2)s!,5,

,<2) [25!,5, + 5? + 52(5_1 + 25,)]}

+ -----^2. [4C(02)(5!, + S_,5? - i?25,)
128

+ 2c<?)B(Sll - 5?) - 2c,22,B(S21 + 5_,5,)

- 2c(32,S!,5, - 2c'52,(Si1S1 + 5? - B2S.t) - c{2)B2 (5_, + 5,)]

_fEl- ill) si, + — (25f, + 45!,5? + 3525: 
V 16 8 ) 192

i)

/JV £2 (5!, -s!,5,)
P2x2 p2x2 /Sr4

96 ’ ‘ ' V 96 32

x (5!, + 25!,5? + 2B2Sli + B2Sl1S1),

48

(F.4)
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T
~96

T

24
*o = ^- c!,4) - — (c^S., - c<3)S,)/?L3

48

?-#> + (£*
8 V 128 64

+ —*o' + (i7r^-i:f-)c(72)(S_151 -52)

+ (pr3 r*) t_c(2>B (s_i+Si) + c<»s_ ,5, + c<02> (Sl, + 5? + .B2)]

32

(5!, - S?) - — Si, - (St, - S7 + 2B2Si, - 2B*S\) 
8 4 96

+ (S? + 5!,5? - B2S_,S,)
16

— (S7, + 2Si,S? + 2B2Si, + B^.S,)

fa3
16

(SI, + S2,S7 - 57 + 2B2Sf, + 2B2S_,S,). (F.5)

The contributions B3, B2, B}, B0 can be calculated using the explicit expressions 
(5.4), (5.5) and (5.6). The result is

„ _ (£4T - fiV) c5
B 3 —--------------------- *->_!

64
(F.6)

o (£3T - fiV) c4 
*2 =------- ---------- 5_, (F.7)

B, = 57 + ^L(2Sil + 4 Shsl + 3B2Si,)
16 192

[si, + 2si,s? - s_,s7 + B2(si, - s^s, - 2s_,sJ - sj)]
192

— - —) [Si, + 2si,sj + S-,s7 
96 192

+ B2 (2Si, + Si.S, + 2S_,S? + Sj)], (F.8)
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*0 = Upr - t2) (S—, - S2,) 4- [-St, + St - 2B2(Sh - 5?)]
96

4- - ISt 4- 2B2 (51, 5?)]. (F.9)

Note that the coefficients Cg2) and c(33) do not occur explicitly in eqs. (F. 1)—(F.5). 
The corresponding operators p2ps in Se\, and also oc2ps in tfi, give rise to 
different contributions to the spin correlation functions, which cancel to give 0.

APPENDIX G

In this appendix, we prove eq. (7.4). First we note that because of (2.22)

/*/-. = i. (G'»

so that

= JP, - [Jr., (G.2)

Using the commutation relations (4.18), (4.19) and again eq. (2.22) :t follows that 

Pj- o Pj-\ = JPo + 4iocj-iPj-i

X ( X (^o)j-l * PkPj-1 ~ X (So)kJ-l

= - 2i (S&j-iPj + S-yOijPj-i)

- 2i (SiOtj-jPj-i + S-iOtj-xPj-i)’ (G*3)

From eq. (G.3) with j — 1 instead of j, and (2.22), we have

Pj-iPj-aPj~\Pj-2 = — 2i (Sloij_2Pj-i + S - i<Xj-iPj-2)

— 2i {S,(Xj_2Pj-2 + S-iocj-2pj-3>)

4- 8\Oij_2pJ-2 [Sl^j-iPj + S-1<*jPj- 1 

+ S,(Xj-2Pj- 1 + S-,(Xj-iPj-2]0iJ-2Pj-2
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— — 2i (SlocJ_iPj 4- S-iOijPj-i)

— 2i {Sy(Xj_2Pj-2 + S-xoij-2Pj-^). (G.4)



Proceeding in the same way, we find

P2 • • Pj-lPj-X^aPj-xPj-2 P2

= wa- 2i(S1<x,_10, + S-iCCjpj.t) - 2i (Siocip2 + 5_1«2/?,). (G.5)

Applying eq. (G.2) for j = 1 and the commutation relations (4.28) and (4.29), 
we have

P\^aP\ ~ a + 4i<Xj f$i ( X (S<r)lfc~ X (^ff)fcl
\**1 k* 1 /

= a — 2i (Slocip2 + S — i) ~ 2i [(Sff)in&iPn + (S<t)ni «jv/M 

= - 2i (S^ft + S'_i*2/91) - or/?, (G.6)

where

h = -2i (S-,* A + $,«*&). (G.7)

From (G.5), (G.6) and (2.22), it follows that

A - Pj-i&.Pj-i - Pi oh-lHS&j-tPj + S.yOCjpj^). (G.8)

Eq. (7.4) is obvious from (G.8) after multiplying both sides by Px ••• Pj_t using 
eq.(G.l).

APPENDIX H

In this appendix we prove the decoupling (7.19) for sufficiently large values of j. 
In the proof we shall restrict ourselves to the case that j < j + p < N. 
(Similar considerations can be given for the case that j > $N, j + p < N. Then 
the decoupling is correct if TV — j is sufficiently large.) In order to evaluate the 
right-hand side of (7.14), we use the expansions

«/(*.<0 = £ 7— Akl, (H.l)
*!=0 kj!

exp (SC„r) = £
*2 = 0 k2 '

and
« T*3✓./+p -1 2

exp (Se.,'jT) ( n E 77^'
k=J 1 / k,=0 k,\

(H.2)

(H.3)
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Consider now the contributions of (7.14) for fixed values of kx, k2, k3. It can 
be written as a sum of averages of products of operators <x and /3. These averages 
can be expressed in terms of pfaffians.

Let us choose j so large that j > kx + k2 + k3. Should the decoupling (7.19) 
be incorrect, we would have nonvanishing contributions from averages

or <&,/?,«»,>, (R4)

where the operator with index / originates from the expansion (H.2) and the 
operator with index m originates from (H.l) or (H.3). Without loss of generality 
we can restrict our considerations to the case that / is an index of order 0(1), 
cf. eq. (4.8).

The averages (H.4) have the order of magnitude or even a higher power 
of /?. Consider now the contribution for fixed values of kx.k2, k3. The highest 
index / which can occur in is equal to k2. The lowest index m occurring in 
Akl or Akj is equal to j — max {kx, k3), which is at least j — (kx + &3), so that

m — l > j — (kx + k2 + k3). (H.5)

The contribution to the spin correlation function would have the order of 
magnitude

Tkl+k2+k3pm-l (H.6)

On the other hand, the spin correlation function can be written as a power series 
in r and /*, i.e.

(e*Sj (t> o) 5j+p> = Y, Cj'l*"pl (H.V)
l.n

and in a high-temperature expansion we can restrict ourselves to values ?. and /.c 
satisfying

?. + fx < v — 1, (H.8)

for some value of v, cf. eq. (4.12).
Hence, the contribution (H.6) is irrelevant, if

kx + k2 + k3 + m — I > v — 1 (H.9)

and (H.9) is satisfied if

j > v — 1, (H.10)

so that for each value of v we can ensure that the decoupling (7.19) is correct by 
choosing j in such a way that (H.10) is satisfied.
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8. Remarks

A. The thermodynamic Wick theorem

Let A,, A., ..., A. be arbitrary linear combinations of fermion creation12 2n ^
and annihilation operators and Let

_ -03C , -63Cp = e < e > (8.1

be the density operator, corresponding to a hamiltonian 3C, which is diagonal

in terms of the operators and

x = l Vk\ •

Then the thermodynamic Wick theorem reads

<pAlV**A2n> =Pf(ArA2,...,A2n) ,

(8.2)

(8.3)

cf. eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) .

Eq. (8-3) can be proved by induction. For n = 1 eq. (8.3) is trivial,

so we may assume that the Wick theorem is valid for products consisting of

2n-2 operators A. Furthermore A may be chosen to be equal to one of the
1 t

creation or annihilation operators or resp., since the extension to 

operators A^ which are linear combinations is trivial. In the proof use is 

made of the KMS-property

<pA2"-A2nV =
where

A,(6) s e^e-S*. 

From (8.2) one has

< pA1(6)A2.. .A2n > (8.U)

(8.5)

dA^e)

d0
IK A^e)] = ± X1lA1(3) (8.6)

where the + and - signs refer to the two cases that A^ = nk and A^ = resp. 

From (8.4) and (8.6), it follows that

< pAg..•A2nA1 > = e+6Xk ( PA1A2- A2n (8.7)

or equivalently
-1<pA1A2'"A2n> + <°A2"-A2nA1 >= gk'<pA1A2-"A2n> ’ (8‘8)

where g^ can be expressed in terms of the Fermi-Dirac distribution f^:
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if A1 = \ (8.9)

3Xk 1(e k + l)"1 = f

«k -ex, -i1) = 1 - fk , if A1 = nk

For the anti commutator of A. and an operator A., which is a linear
• • t ^combination of the operators n and n * we have the relation

gjjA^ Aj} = < pA^Aj > . (8-10)

Eq. (8.10) is obvious noting that A. can be written as A. = ca| + other
J J

terms, so that the left-and right-hand side of (8.10) are equal to cg^, in 

view of the anticommutation relations and the connection between g^ and the 

Fermi-Dirac distribution*

Using eq. (8.8), the anticommutation relations and eq. (8.10), we have

<pA1A2---A2n> = sj <PAiA2...A2n > + < PAg.. •A£nA1 ) } =

2n • ?
= % I (-1)0' {A1,A.}<pA2A3...X^...A2n> =

J —<- 
2n

= J (-1 )J <pA^A. ) < pAgA3. . ..A^ ) , (8.11)
J —2

where A_A .. .X*... A_ is a shorthand notation for A_A_...A. A.,....A0 , i.e.
t o j- 2n 2 3 J-l J + i dn .

the operator A. has been omitted in the product of operators ^2*''A2n’ 

the induction hypothesis, we have

<pAlV •A2n>
2n

= l
j=2

(-D j-2 < PVj >Pf(A2,A3,.. 2n‘ (8.12)

Eq. (8.3) is obvious from (8.12) because of the recursion relation, by which 

a pfaffian involving 2n operators can be expressed as a linear combination of 

pfaffians with 2n-2 operators.

In this remark we proved the thermodynamic Wick theorem for fermion 

operators. In the case of boson operators one can give a similar formulation 

in terms of so-called hafnians which are similar to the right-hand side
of eq. (3.15) apart from the absence of the factor (-l)v^. The proof 

proceeds along the same lines, using the commutation relations and the Bose- 

Einstein distribution.
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B. Note on the difference between the a-cyclic and c-cyclic version of the

XY model

In section 7 we have shown on the basis of a high-temperature expansion
that

xc * (8.13)

for the xx element of the susceptibility tensor per particle in the thermo

dynamic limit, as defined by eq. (3• 1 ) and (3.2) for K and ^ = resP*>

where and ^ are the hamiltonians for the c-cyclic and a-cyclic version of 

the XY model, cf. eqs. (2.7) and (2.1) resp.

Eq. (8.13) is a direct consequence of the factorization property (7*20), 

which can be written
tJC -Tjf

. C_X C„x v( p e S. e 3. > =
c 0 J+P

= < p e a
T5f- "T3fQ x T3fc -T(Vh)

3. > < p e e >
J+P c

'S*e (8.1U)

where p and p are the density operators associated with & and 3C . Eq. c a c a
(8.l4) is valid up to an arbitrary order in 8, for sufficiently large values 

of j and N-j-p.

If one defines susceptibilities xc and Xa by interchanging the two limits 

N-►«>, -> 0 in eq. (3.1), then both susceptibilities should be equal. This

follows from the relation

f {X c W - f[Ka B M ] x x (8.15)

for the free energy per particle in the thermodynamic limit, since the 

difference between the hamiltonians occurring at the left- and right-hand 

side is only a boundary term. Since there is no reason to doubt the validity 

of the relation x& = X&» it follows that XQ f XQ, i.e. in the calculation 

of XQ the two limiting procedures N-*-00, Bx -*■ 0 and B^ -*■ 0, N -*■ 00 cannot be 

interchanged.

A more explicit illustration of (8.13) can be given by considering the 
simple case of the Ising model ^ in the absence of a magnetic field, i.e.

Y = 1, B = 0. The a-cyclic and c-cyclic hamiltonian are given by

N
JC = 2 [ S?S* ,

a j=1 J J+1
*c " *a " (8.16)

cf. e.g. (2.1)-(2.U), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9). Using the (anti)commutation
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relations (2.35) and (2.36), the autocorrelation function of the 

magnetization per particle can be written

R (t) = lim
N-*»

im N ^ j
■*» L

T*c "T?fc
( Pce Mxe Mx > - < P(

.. t(V2S^)(’+p) 2 -*(V2Sisn)(i-p\
lim N < p e M2 e >
N-h» c *

-1itS*S?P
lim N” < p e M2 > .
.. C XN-*»

Mx)2'

, X_,X s

(8.IT)

Using the a and B operators, defined by eq. (2.21), the Wick theorem (3*15) 

and eqs. (3-17)—(3.19) for the averages, the autocorrelation function per 

particle can be evaluated to be

R (x) * (cosh t - sinh t tanh sB)R , v.8.18)
C &

— ft
where R& = ije is the autocorrelation function in the a-cyclic model.

Integrating (8.18) it.is found that
B

xc * j dT rc(t) = 2e~& tanh ^B ^ xa = cBe*"6 . (8.19)

The time-dependent autocorrelation function in the c-cyclic model can be 

found substituting t = it and

Rc(it) = ije 0(cos t + i sin t tanh gB) • (8.20)

In the c-cyclic model, R^(it) is no longer a constant, but time-dependent, 

in contrast with the (normal) a-cyclic Ising model, where there is no time- 

dependence. This illustrates the difficulties which can arise if the 

c-cyclic model is used in the evaluation of physical quantities. For more 

details see ref. 16.
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II. ON THE ANISOTROPIC HEISENBERG CHAIN

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider a linear chain of N spins \ with nearest-neighbour 
interactions. These interactions are assumed to be completely anisotropic, i.e., the 
coupling constants between the x, y and z components are denoted by , J2, A 
respectively and are chosen to be different. Recently, this model has received a 
great deal of interest, in view of the exact result for the ground state obtained by 
Baxter1).

In the present paper we investigate the high-temperature expansion for the 
specific heat c per spin and the zz component %zz of the susceptibility tensor per 
spin in the absence of a magnetic field (B = 0). For the isotropic case (/, = J2 

= J3 = J) high-temperature expansions containing many powers of the inverse 
temperature /? = (kT)~l can be found in a paper by Baker, Rushbrooke and 
Gilbert2). The case of axial symmetry Jx = J2 ^ J3 has been investigated by 
Wood and Dalton3) up to the order /F for arbitrary spins and arbitrary lattices.

For an anisotropic chain with spins \ use can be made of a perturbation cal
culation, in which the zz coupling between the spins characterized by J3 is assumed 
to be a small perturbation as compared to the other interactions which form the 
hamiltonian of the so-called XY model. This model, which is exactly soluble, has 
been investigated by many authors4-8).
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The idea of applying a perturbation calculation to the anisotropic Heisenberg 
chain has been discussed before by Katsura and Inawashiro9). As a result of 
such a calculation the logarithm of the partition function per particle In z can be 
expressed in terms of integrals Jo" d</>/(</>, /?), which in general require a numerical 
evaluation.

The perturbational approach may be especially useful in the derivation of a 
high-temperature expansion. After expanding the integrand /($, /?) in powers 
of /?, the coefficients turn out to be simple polynomials in cos (f) and sin <p and 
the remaining integration is trivial.

In the present paper we shall restrict our investigations to a first-order per
turbation calculation. Using the first-order results in the coupling constant J3, 
the exact results of the XY model and the high-temperature expansion for the 
isotropic one-dimensional Heisenberg chain derived by Baker et al.2), we can 
determine all the coefficients of the expansion of the logarithm of the partition 
function per particle In z in the absence of a magnetic field up to the order /39. 
As a corollary we obtain the high-temperature expansion of the difference 
In zaf — In zf between the logarithm of the partition function per particle in the 
antiferromagnetic case and the corresponding quantity in the ferromagnetic case 
up to the order /?12.

Using similar considerations we obtain the high-temperature expansion of the 
susceptibility %:z in the absence of a magnetic field up to order /96. In the deri
vation use is made of a high-temperature expansion for the so-called transverse 
susceptibility yxx in the anisotropic XY model (with J3 = 0). This quantity has 
been investigated in detail in a previous paper10), where we have also shown that 
the so-called c-cyclic version of the XY model gives rise to an incorrect result, 
even in the thermodynamic limit.

One of the reasons for restricting ourselves to a first-order calculation is to 
demonstrate explicitly the simple way in which one can derive the coefficients of 
reasonable powers in the high-temperature expansion. Second- and higher-order 
perturbation calculation will be more laborious, but certainly not impossible, 
and this can lead eventually to some additional coefficients in the high-tempera
ture expansions. By using a Pade-approximant analysis in the same way as Baker 
et al.2) for the isotropic case one can obtain results which are reliable at relatively 
low temperatures.

On the other hand, numerical calculations on finite chains of spins can give 
quite accurate information on physical quantities in the thermodynamic limit. 
For the case of axial symmetry and spin S=2 such calculations 
have been done by Bonner and Fisher Very^recently
Bl’ote^has extended these calculations talcing into account 
higher spin values S >_ 1 and the effect of crystalline fields. 
As far as we know no finite-chain calculations have been 
performed for the completely anisotropic case. Apart from 
this, a high-temperature expansion with exact expressions 
for the coefficients can be of interest in itself.
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e paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we review some of the relevant 
d ^ mo<^ anc* first-order calculation in J3 is performed in
' • . 6 ^,^^’temPerature expansion for In z in the absence of a magnetic field

erive in section 3 and in section 4 we give the high-temperature expansion for 
the susceptibility yzz.

Finally, in section 5 we present some figures containing curves of c and 
h or v&ri°us values of the interaction parameters. These figures show some 
aractenstic features of deviations from axial symmetry in the high-temperature 

egion. n general, the consequences of such deviations seem to be more important 
e case of ferromagnetic interactions. For the yzz susceptibility the effects are 

ery sma , if the axis of axial symmetry coincides with the z direction. However, 
1S U? 1S PerPen<^cu^ar *° *he z direction, the dependence on the deviations 

1S ^v,0 ar^er' ^1,s corroborates the conclusions obtained in a previous paper 
t e model ). There it was shown that the transverse susceptibility yxx 

ows a arge dependence on the anisotropy parameter y, in contrast with the 
very weak dependence of the susceptibility /...

2. First-order perturbation calculation

In this section we consider the zz interaction as a perturbation. The hamiltonian 
can be written

* = yeXY + ye,

where

and

V=J' tSjSJ+1 +J2Y SJS% i — BY Sj
J~l J=1 j=i

JVX {sN+l = sx).

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Using a Dyson series expansion, the logarithm of the partition function can be 
written

p
In Z = In ZXY - j dr <&XYJe, (r)>

+ 4 JdT‘ -fdT2 - <?**•*",>i [JT,(t2) - (qxyJTi>]> +
0 0 (2.4)

where Zand ZXY are the partition functions corresponding to the hamiltonian XC 
as given by eq. (2.1) and the hamiltonian yeXY of the XY model, respectively.
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and where oXY is the density operator of the XY model, i.e..

Z = Tr e pjr, ZXY = Tr gXY = ZXY

and where A(z) for an arbitrary operator A is defined by 

A(t) = eTjrxr A e-rjr-vr.

q-PX’xy (2.5)

(2.6)

In a first-order perturbation calculation, eq. (2.4) reduces to

In Z = In ZXY - pj3 X (QxYSjS]+ ,). (2.7)
j= i

In the thermodynamic limit N co, both quantities per spin, i.e., N~l In ZXY 
and the nearest-neighbour spin correlation function can be calculated by using 
the so-called c-cyclic version of the XY hamiltonian. Using the same considera
tions as in refs. 7 and 8, the hamiltonian of the c-cyclic XY model can be written

v
, ! X VWa. (2.8)

j.k = 1

where the operators <xj and pj are defined by using the Jordan-Wigner trans
formation

“. = St %/2, a, = (n - 5; V2,

J~ 1
/?, = pj= - n-25tr 5; 72 (j — 2, ..., N).

They satisfy the anticommutation rules

(2.9)

{«;, Oij) — d,j, {Pi, Pj} — d[j, {«t,Pj}= 0. (2.10)

In eq. (2.8) the cyclic matrix S is defined by

Sjk = Sk-j,

Sn = 4-«/j (<5n>_ 1 + d„,N- 1) + \Jl (<$*,1 + ^n.l-iv) — B&n.0

{n = 1 - N, ..., N - 1). (2.11)

In the thermodynamic limit, by using the same lines of reasoning as in refs. 7 
and 8, it can be shown that

In zXY = lim TV"1 In ZXY — lim N 1 In Z_lt
N-* oo N-*tx)

lim (QxySjSj+ i) — ~ (Q-\0ijPjlxj+\Pj+\')•
N-* oo N-*co

(2.12)

(2.13)
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Here Z_, and o_j are the partition function and the density operator of the 
c-cyclic XY model, />.,

= 7 ~ 1Z_j e (2.14)

(2.15)

Z_, = Tr e~pjr~\

We have
,v

In Z_, = AHn2 + £ ln (cosh PJ:
k = 1

where A\ (k = 1,N) are the eigenvalues of the symmetric cyclic matrix

M = SS = SS, (2-16)

i-e.,

Ak = [i (Ji 4- J2) cos (pk - 512 + [\ (Jl - J2) sin <p*]2, tpk = k (2-/N)-
(2.17)

In the thermodynamic limit we have from (2.12), (2.15) and (2.17)

2rz
In zXY = In 2 + (1/2-) f d(p 

6
x In (cosh ip {[+ (7, + 7,) cos <p — B]2 + [i (J, - 7,) sin y]2}*)-

(2.18)

The right-hand side of eq. (2.13) can be evaluated by using the thermodynamic 
Wick theorem13) and the expressions (cf. ref. 7)

<0_ !«;«*> = (£-iPjPky = i<5j*,

<Q-iOCjpky = i’i (SM~* tanh iPM*)k-j.

(2.19)

(2.20)

In first-order perturbation calculation (i.e. first order in the coupling constant 
corresponding to the zz interaction) the logarithm of the partition function per 
spin can be written

In z = lim N 1 ln Z = ln zXY — lim {o_lSjSj+1)
,V -* » N -» oo

(2.21)

where In zXY has been given by (2.18) and where

-pj3 <e-.s;s;+1> = ipj3 [(SM-i tanh i/SM*), (SM'* tanh i/SM*)-,

— (SM_i tanh ij9M*)o]. (2.22)
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3. High-temperature expansion for In z

In this section we derive the high-temperature expansion up to order p9 for 
In z of the anisotropic one-dimensional Heisenberg model with spin 5 = -J 

3 being different).
The high-temperature expansion in the absence of a magnetic field (B = 0) can 

be written

>»*- I cv.wl/»,,+’i+’vrvivj*.

Here

= 0
unless vl9v29v3 are even, 

or vl9v2iv3 are odd.

(3.1)

(3.2)

This can be seen as follows. By expanding the exponential exp ( — fijf) the parti
tion function can be expressed in terms of sums of products

ntr*/*($**. SZ.SD, (3.3)
k

where trk is the trace over the two-dimensional space of spin k and /k(Sk , Si, Si) 
can be expressed as a sum of terms each of which contains the components of 
spin k in an arbitrary order. Only those terms which contain each of the opera
tors S£, Syk, Si an even number of times or each of them an odd number of times 
can give a nonvanishing contribution to trk. From this eq. (3.2) is obvious.

Furthermore the coefficients cVIV2Vj are invariant under permutations ofvl9v29 
v3, i-e.,

Cv,v2v3 CyPlvP2vP3 ’ ' ' '

where (FI, P2, F3)is an arbitrary permutation of (1, 2, 3). Using (3.1), (3.2) and 
(3.4) the expansion of In z up to order p9 can be written

In z = In 2 + (/?/4)2 \ [0200 {.A + cycl.)] + (/?/4)3 amJiJ2^3

~ (£/4)4 £ [a400 (A + cycl.) + a220 (AA + cycl.)]

- (PI4)5 [#3n (JU2J3 + cycl.)] + (PI4)6 ± {#coc (A + cycl.)

+ #420 + J\A) + cycl.] + #222*^\J2J3}

+ my 45 [#511 1J2J3 + cycl.) + ^331 {J\J2J3 + cycl.)]

“ my 2J20 {“soo (A + cycl.) + fl620 [(A A + A A) + cycl.]
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+ *440 VV2 + cycl.) + fl422 l + cycl.)}

(^/4)9 189 {a71 , (yjy2y3 + cycl.)

+ *531 [(*^ l j\j 3 + ^1^2*^3) + cycl.] + 0333*^ 1*^2^ 3} » (3-5)

where /(/, y2,y3) + cycl. denotes /(y,, J2, ^3) + /(^3, 7,, 72) + Jib> 73, 7,). 
The numerical factors appearing in (3.5) are introduced for reasons of convenience. 
(All coefficients #VlV2V3 will turn out to be integers.)

The coefficients #V1VJV3 with r3 = 0 can be obtained from a high-temperature 
expansion of In zXY. By expanding the In (cosh ...)in eq. (2.18) and by carrying 
out the trivial integrations over (p, we obtain the result

In z*y = In 2 + (PI4)2i(A + j\)

~ GW TiVi+Jl + 4J]J\)

+ W)bMA + A + 9 A A + 9 A A)

~ (0/4)8 2T20 N 7 (A + A) + 272 (JU\ + 7?7^) + 612y?72]. (3.6)

Hence

*200 — 1»

*420 = 18,

*400 — 1 j

*800 = 17,

*220 — 4,

*620 = 272,

*600 — 2, 
#440 = 612.

(3.7)

The coefficients <iVlV2i» *e- in particular the coefficients olu, #311, #5111 *331> 
*711> *531, can be obtained by applying the first-order perturbation calculation 
given in section 2, cf. eq. (2.22). By using a high-temperature expansion for the 
matrix-elements (SM“* tanh -J/?M*)„, (« = —1,0, 1), it is found that

~PJ3 (Q-iSjSj+iy

= (/?/4)3y1y2y3 - (/Wy3 (y?y2 + y,yj)

+ m)1 V3/45) [34 (yfy2 + 7,y2) + 977J/J]

- (/?/4)9(y3/i89) [93 (yjy2 + 7,yJ) + 5i6(y?y’ + y?y25)]

+ OW11 (y3/4725) [1382 (y?y2 + 7^2) + 12551 (yjyj + AA)

+ 24424yfy§]. (3.8)

Hence

*111 — 1» *311 — 1» *511 — 34, #331 = 97,

*711 = 93, #531 = 516.
(3.9)
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So far we have obtained all coefficients in (3.5) apart from a222, #422 and 0333, 
occurring in the terms proportional to P6, P8 and p9, respectively. These coeffi
cients can be determined by using the high-temperature expansion for the iso
tropic Heisenberg chain, derived by Baker et al.2). The expansion is given by

In z = In 2 + } (pJ/4)2 + (W)3 - f (jft//4)4

- 3 wny + ^ (M4)6 + w (M 4)7 + wm*

~ w(W)9 -^W4)10 + (3.10)

This expansion follows from cq. (3.5) in ref. 2 by substituting K = — $pJ, H = 0.
Now the remaining coefficients can be found from eq. (3.5) by inserting 

J\ = Ji = J3 = J- We have the equations

3#000 + 6fl420 + #222 = 63,

#800 + 2^620 + #440 + #422 ~ — 4251 , (3.11)

3*711 + 6#53j + #333 = 4303.

Using (3.7) and (3.9) we have

#222 = —51 , #422 = -5424, #333 = 928. (3-12)

We now have determined all the coefficients up to order p9. The result is 

In z = In 2 + (P/4)2 \ (,/\ + cycl.) + (PI4)3 JtJ2J3

- (PI4)4 T2 [(-/t + cycl. + 4 (j\j\ + cycl.)] - (/3/4)s (J\J2J3 + cycl.) 

+ (PIA)6 ± [2(J\ + cycl.) + 18 [(J\J\ + J\J\) + cycl.] - 51

+ (PI4)7 Js [34 (JU2J3 + cycl.) + 97 (j\j\j2 + cycl.)]

- (/3/4)8 ^ {17(7? + cycl.) + 272 [(J^ + 7^) + cycl.]

+ 612 (JtA + cycl.) - 5424 (j\j\j\ + cycl.)}

- (/S/4)9 ns (93 (7?7273 + cycl.)

+ 516 [(7}7^73 + JUIJ3) + cycl.] + 92ij\j\j\). (3.13)
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3.1. Remarks

i) In contrast with the coefficients of order ft10, we can also calculate the coeffi
cients of order p11 by a first-order perturbation calculation. There are four co
efficients a911, a731, <7551 and aS33. The first three of them are given by the ex
pansion (3.8); the remaining coefficient as33 can be determined from (3.10). As a 
result we can write down the high-temperature expansion In zaf — In zf up to 
order p12, where z*f refers to the antiferromagnetic case /,, J2. J?> > 0 and zr to 
the ferromagnetic case J},J2,J3 < 0. We have

i (In zaf - In zf) = £ <W3PVl+V2+V3Ji'Ji2J?
j, v3 = odd 

vi + v,+ v, < 9

+ W4)“ {1382(./i;/2/3 + cycl.)

+ 12551 [(./I./3./, + J]j\J3) + cycl.]

+ 24424 + cycl.) + 20765 + cycl.)}

+ 0(/S13), (3-14)

where the coefficients c,tV2„ with r, + v2 + v2 < 9 have been given in the right- 
hand side of (3.13).

ii) The coefficients corresponding to the order p10 cannot be determined in this 
way. There are five coefficients fl10oo» a820, <*6*0, o622, £442* three of which can 
be calculated from In zXY. In order to distinguish the two remaining coefficients 
a622 and o442 one has to carry out a second-order perturbation calculation, which 
lies outside the scope of this paper. Using second-order perturbation and the 
Baker expansion one can also determine the coefficients of p12 and /914. For the 
order p13, however, a third-order perturbation calculation is needed.

4. High-temperature expansion for

In this section we derive the high-temperature expansion for the susceptibility 
Xzx up to order p6 for the completely anisotropic Heisenberg chain, in the absence 
of a magnetic field (B = 0). This expansion can be written

„ _ V* J OVj +Vj +V3+ 1 /V. rV, rV,AZX “vivjvjP J\ >
v2. VS ^viv2v3 r J1 J2 >

where

^»l»2V3
'unless

.or

Vi and v2

vl and v2

are even

are odd.

(4.1)

(4.2)
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This can be seen by expanding the partition function in a similar way as in 
eq. (3.3), but now the Zeeman term -B^i Si should also be taken into account. 
Again, only the terms which contain each of the three components S?, Si, Si an 
even number of times (or an odd number of times) can give a nonvanishing contri
bution to trkfk(Sk, Si, Si). From this eq. (4.2) is obvious. The exponent r, + v2 
+ v3 -f 1 of /? follows from the thermodynamic relation

Xzz
d2 In z 
dB2 ’

(4.3)

noting that for the calculation of the susceptibility in zero field we can restrict 
ourselves to quadratic terms in B.

Furthermore the %zz susceptibility is invariant for rotations around the z axis, 
i.e.

^V|V2V3 — ^V2VlV3* (4-4)

Using eqs. (4.2) and (4.4), %zz can be written up to order f}6 

Xzz — (/?/4) d000 — (/i/4)2 cJqo11/3

0?/4)3 i [d200 (J\ + J\) + d\ \ 0J\ J2 + d002j\]

“I" (^/4)4 [^201 {J 1 + J2) + d\ 1 \ J\ J2 J3 + dQQsJ3]

+ (/S/4)5 75 [^400 (dt + d2) -I- d3l0 (JyJ2 + J\J2) + d220JXJ2 

+ d202 (Ji + J2) j\ + dll2JiJ2J3 + d00^J3]

+ (/S/4)6 £ [d40l (A + A)Jz + d3j 1 (y?y2 +

+ d22lj\j\j3 + d2Q3 (,j\ + J\)J\ + d\ 13J \ J2J3 + ^005^3]• (4-5)

Many of the coefficients in eq. (4.5) can be determined from the high-tempera- 
ture expansion for the transverse susceptibility %xx of the anisotropic XY model 
which we have derived in ref. 10. As we have shown there, one has to be careful 
in replacing the spin-cyclic model by its c-cyclic analogue. In fact, the c-cyclic 
model will lead to erroneous results, even in the thermodynamic limit, since in 
the time-dependent correlation functions of the xx components the Jordan- 
Wigner factors in front of the oc and /? operators are also time dependent and in 
this way the local perturbation between the spins N and 1 which arises in the 
c-cyclic formulation is propagated through the whole chain. Furthermore an exact 
calculation is not possible and the derivation of a high-temperature expansion is 
rather tedious.
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For the XY model, defined by the hamiltonian

^XY = J,Y SX. + 721 S!sr+,

the transverse susceptibility %xx up to order ft6 is given by

(4.6)

= ift - (i?/4)2 27, + (/i/4)3 * (67? - 27?)

+ (/5/4)‘i(-47? + 67,7;) + (/?/4)5 77 007? - 327?7? + 67?)

+ (/W (- 127? + 447?7? - 667?7,). (4-7)

This expression has been obtained from eq. (5.18) of ref. 10 by substituting 
•S-j = i/i, Si = \J2 and 5 = 0. (The simple cases corresponding to J2 — 0 and 
J\ = 0 can also be obtained respectively from the susceptibility of the Ising model 
and the %zz susceptibility of the XY model.)

By elementary symmetry considerations we can obtain the %zz component of the 
susceptibility for the anisotropic Heisenberg model in the special case that J2 = 0. 
This can be done by the substitution /j -> J3, J2 -* /, in eq. (4.7). As a result we 
obtain all coefficients dVl0v3 with + v3 < 5, i.e.

dooo = 1 > ^ooi = 2,

^200 — 2, ^002 = — 6, d2Q i = 6, ^003

^400 = 6, d2Q2 = — 32, ^004 = 10,

£^4oi = —66, d2Q$ = 44, doos = — 12.

The coefficients dVlV2V3 with v3 = 0, 1 can be determined by using the first-order 
perturbation calculation in J3 treated in section 2. Expanding In z, for 5^0, 
cf. eqs. (2.18), (2.21) and (2.22), we have

In z = B2 P/4)2 2 - (PH)* f (.j\ + J\ + AJ2)

+ (/3/4)6 f (7t + 7* + 27?72 + 27,7? + 47?7?)]

+ B2J3 { — (/3/4)3 4 + (/S/4)s 4 (7? + 7?)

+ mV 37 t- 132 (7? + 7?) + 104 (7?72 + 7,7?) - 3047?7?]}

4- other terms, (4.9)
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where the other terms are independent of B or proportional to higher powers B4 
and B6. Using (4.3) and (4.5) we obtain additional relations for the coefficients

^iio - 2, ^iu —0, d2io — 24, (f3io 12,
(4.10)

4n. = 52, c122l = -152.

So far we have determined all coefficients in eq. (4.5) apart from dx 12 and dx 13. 
These coefficients can be determined by using the high-temperature expansion for 
the isotropic case Jx = J2 = J3 = J, cf. Baker et al.2).

In z = B2 p/4)2 2 - (/9/4)3 4J + (£/4)5 ^7 3

+ (/9/4)6~y4 - (/9/4)7 ™J5) -l- other terms. (4.11)

Eq. (4.11) has beer, obtained from eq. (3.5) in ref. 2 by substituting K — —\pJ, 
H = ifiB.

From eqs. (4.3), (4.5) and (4.11), we have the relations 

2^400 + 2d3l0 -f if220 + 2d202 + di 12 + <^004 = 50,

2^401 + 2d$u T d221 + 2d2o3 + dxx 2 T doos — —252. 

By inserting eqs. (4.8) and (4.10), we obtain

(4.12)

^ii2=44, <f113 = -148 (4.13)

and all coefficients in the expansion of Xzz UP to the order p6 have been determined. 
The result can be written

Xzz = iP- (PI4)2 2/3 - (/9/4)3 $ (J\ + A + JiJ2 - Ml)

+ W4)4 $ [3 (i? + — 2J\]

+ (/S/4)5 £ [3 (it + A) + 6\JUz + AA) + 12AA
- 16 (i? + A) A + 22 J,J2Jl + 5it]

+ (/3/4)6^[-33(it + A)J, + 26 (iti2 + AA)J3

- + 22 (A + - 74J,J2A3 - 6i^]. (4.14)

An expansion up to higher orders of P would involve an extension of the ex
pansion of xxx for the XYmodel as given in ref. 10. In the present paper we restrict 
ourselves to the order p6.
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5. Results and discussion

In this section we investigate the behaviour of the specific heat and the sus
ceptibility Xzz for a few values of the coupling constants which are taken either 
all positive (antiferromagnetic case) or all negative (ferromagnetic case). We shall 
discuss in particular some characteristic features due to deviations from axial 
symmetry in the absence of a magnetic field.

First we consider the specific heat per spin using the high-temperature expansion 
up to order p9, which can be obtained from (3.13) using the relation

c kp2 d2 In z
~W2 (5.1)

Here we shall restrict ourselves to p values satisfying 0 < ft < 1.5. The region of 
validity of our high-temperature expansion depends of course on the specific values 
of the interaction constants. For the values of the interaction constants which we 
shall consider the expansion is quite accurate. In fact, the numerical agreement 
between the results of the two expansions (3.13) and (3.14) shbws that the term 
proportional to p11 can be neglected. On the other hand, the interval of p is large 
enough to show some typical effects due to deviations from axial symmetry. Of 
course, one could pursue the analysis to much higher values of p, by deriving a 
few more terms in the high-temperature expansion and by performing a Pade- 
approximent analysis, cf. Baker et al2). But this is outside the scope of the present 
paper.

In fig. 1 we have plotted the specific heat c/k vs. P for J3 = 0.2 and a few values 
of and J2 satisfying Jx + J2 = 1. These values are characteristic for an aniso-

Fig. 1. The specific heat c/k vs. the inverse temperature fi for the antiferromagnetic cases: 
/3 = 0.2; 7X = 0,5, 0.8,1.0; J2 + J2 = 1.

Fig. 2. The specific heat c/k vs. the inverse temperature /? for the ferromagnetic cases: J3 = —0.2;
jl = -l.o, -0.8, —0.5; Jv + J2 = -1.
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tropic antiferromagnetic chain with a small exchange interaction between the 
z components of the spins. The ferromagnetic case with J3 — —0.2 and /, + J2 
= — 1 has been plotted in fig. 2. In both figures we see that the specific heat varies 
considerably with the deviation Jx - J2 from axial symmetry, keeping /, + J2 
fixed. In fact in both figures, the lowest curves of the specific heat correspond to 
the case of axial symmetry (/, = J2). In the high-temperature limit this can be 
seen from the leading term

c ~ k (/?/4)2 (j\ + j\ + /3), (5.2)

which implies that for small fi, the ratio between the specific heat for the aniso
tropic cases I/jI = 0.8, 1.0 and the specific heat in the axial case |/,| = 0.5 are 
given by $ and p, respectively. For larger values of /?, the ratio between the anti
ferromagnetic specific heats becomes smaller as compared to the numbers given 
above, whereas in the ferromagnetic case the ratio will be enhanced. Note that 
for lyj = 1, the specific heat is invariant under inversion of sign of the interaction 
constants, as should be the case for an anisotropic AT model. For values of Jx 
with 0 < |7j| < 1 the antiferromagnetic specific heat in this temperature region 
is larger than the corresponding ferromagnetic one. (For low temperatures one 
should expect the opposite situation, i.e.t the antiferromagnetic specific heat is 
smaller than the ferromagnetic one. This can also be shown from spin-wave theory 
in the isotropic case Jx = J2 = J3 = /. In the ferromagnetic case the specific heat 
is proportional to T-, whereas in the antiferromagnetic case c ~ T,cf. refs. 12, 14.)

Fig. 3. The specific heat c/k vs. the inverse temperature for the ferromagnetic cases: J3 = —0.8; 
Jx = -1.0, -0.8, -0.5;/! + /2 = -1.

In fig. 3 we have plotted c/k vs. p for /3 = —0.8 and a few values of/! and J2 
satisfying Jx + J2 = -1, corresponding to the ferromagnetic case and a large 
exchange between the z components. Here again the lowest curve corresponds to
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axial symmetry. In the high-temperature limit the ratios between the specific heat 
for 7, = —0.8, —1.0 and the specific heat in the axial case Jx = —0.5 are given 
by f§ and ff, respectively. For increasing values of P the ratios become larger. 
We have not plotted the specific heat for the corresponding antiferromagnetic case 
J3 = 0.8, 7, -f J2 — 1. However, the curve for Jx = 1, J2 = 0, 73 = 0.8 coincides 
exactly with the upper curve in fig. 3. In this case, the deviations from axial sym
metry are not important. The c/k values for p = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 in the axial case are 
given by 0.020, 0.078, 0.163, whereas the corresponding values for p — 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5 and 7, = 0.8 and = 1.0 are given by 0.021, 0.082, 0.164 and 0.025, 0.089, 
0.167, respectively.

Fig. 4. The susceptibility vs. the inverse temperature ft for the antiferromagnetic case (AFM) 
J3 = 0.8, Jy = J2 = 0.5, and for the ferromagnetic case (FM) J3 = —0.8, 7j = 72 = —0.5.

We shall now discuss the susceptibility in field zero using the high-temper
ature expansion up to order ft6 given in eq. (4.14). Here again we shall restrict 
ourselves to values of ft satisfying 0 < p < 1.5. In order to discuss the influence 
of deviations from axial symmetry we have to distinguish between two cases: 
i) the symmetry axis is parallel to the z axis; ii) the axis of symmetry is perpendicular 
to the z axis. In the first case we take 7afixed and choose various values of 7, and J2 
keeping Jy + J2 fixed. In fig. 4 we plot %zz vs. p for J3 = 0.8 and 7, = 72 = 0.5 
and the ferromagnetic counterpart J3 = —0.8, 7j = 72 = —0.5. Obviously, the 
lower curve corresponds to the antiferromagnetic case. The effects due to devi
ations from axial symmetry are small. In the ferromagnetic case, the deviations 
in the %lz values are smaller than 2% for p < 1 and for P = 1.5 they amount to 
at most 5 % (the yzz seems to be maximal in the axial case). In the antiferromagnetic 
case, the deviations are negligible for all values p < 1.5. [Such small deviations 
can also be found within the XY model, (73 = 0), cf ref. 10, where %zz has a very 
weak dependence on the anisotropy parameter y.]

In the second case we consider a fixed value of Jx and choose various values of 
72 and 73 , 72 + 73 being fixed. In fig. 5 we plot yzz vs. p for 7, = -0.8,72 + 73 
= -1.
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We see that increases, if decreases from 0 to —1. In this case, the devi 
ations from axial symmetry are important and depend also on the sign of the 
“anisotropy” parameter 73 — J2.

Finally, in fig. 6, we give %zz vs. P for the antiferromagnetic case, where Jx =
J2 + 73 = 1, y3 = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0. We have omitted the special case /3 =
In that case the coincides with the %zz for J3 = 0,72 = ~ = ^ pi°tle<^
in fig. 5. The antiferromagnetic susceptibility decreases, if increases from 0 to . 
In the case of axial symmetry we have J2 = J3 = 0.5. The influence of the devi 
ations from axial symmetry is still large, but somewhat smaller than in the erro 
magnetic case.

Fig. 5. The susceptibility us. the inverse temperature/? for the ferromagnetic cases:Ji — 0.8;
j3 = -i.o, -0.8, -0.5, -0.2, 0.0; J2 + J3= - \.

Fig. 6. The susceptibility /zz vs. the inverse temperature P for the antiferromagnetic cases: 
7, = 0.8; y3 = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0; J2 + = ••

The analysis treated above may be useful for the experimental investigation of 
anisotropy in one-dimensional spin systems. Many examples of such one-dimen
sional systems can be found in the review by De Jongh and Miedema14). Most 
of these examples seem to be well described by an isotropic Heisenberg hamiltonian. 
However, in systems containing transition ions with spin S > 1, there may be a 
low-lying Kramers doublet, which can be described in terms of an effective spin 
S' ~ ■£. Then, in terms of the effective spins, the exchange interaction will in 
general be anisotropic. A one-dimensional example of such a situation has been 

described, e.g.> by Klaaijsen15).
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HI. ON THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING CHAIN

^• Introduction and summary

In recent years one-dimensional magnetic systems have received a great 

deal of interest. Many experimental data have been given for systems which 

can be characterized by a large exchange coupling between neighbouring atoms 

lying on one-dimensional chains (intrachain coupling) and a much smaller 

exchange coupling between atoms belonging to different chains (interchain 

coupling). For a review, see de Jongh and Miedema For low temperatures

the small interchain coupling can give rise to long-range magnetic ordering 

and the system behaves essentially as a two- or three-dimensional system. 

Well above the transition temperature the system has essentially one

dimensional properties and can be described by a hamiltonian of the type

3C = l
a=x,y,z

2J a
a .** 11+I

i=1
- I

a=x,y,z

N
l

i = 1 a 1
(1.1)

where characterizes the exchange coupling between the a components of two

neighbouring spins S = 5, and b is an applied magnetic field with components
b . a

In the neighbourhood of the transition temperature, the physical 

properties of the system depend on some global characteristics such as 

dimensionality, the spatial symmetry and the range of the interactions due to 
universality and scaling ^ ^ , rather than the details of the interaction 

parameters. In the high temperature regime, however, the application of a 

magnetic field can give information on the details of the intrachain inter

action.

Unfortunately, not much is known in general on exact solutions of the 

hamiltonian (l.l) in the presence of a magnetic field. If one of the exchange 

parameters J , say J , vanishes, we have the one-dimensional XY-model. For 

this model the free energy in the presence of a magnetic field b^ in the z 
direction, (bx = by = 0), has been calculated exactly ^ In the presence

of a magnetic field in the x or y direction there are complications. The 

behaviour of time-dependent xx correlation functions at zero temperature has 

been studied in ref. 8, a high-temperature expansion of the xx element of 

the susceptibility tensor xxx has heen given in ref. 9» hut the ^ree energy
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has not been evaluated exactly, so far.

In the case of three nonvanishing interaction parameters, the situation is 

much more complicated. Exact solutions for the ground state in the absence 

of a magnetic field have been given by Yang and Yang for the XXZ hamiltonian 

with J ■ J and by Baxter for the general XYZ hamiltonian in which J ,
y idJ and J are different y z For a review we refer to refs. 12 and 13*

In the presence of a magnetic field and also for finite temperatures 

approximate methods have to be used. A high-temperature expansion for the 

specific heat and the susceptibility x has been given by Baker et al. for

the isotropic case with J = J = J
16) v ”

and by Dalton and Wood 15) and

Jou and Chen for the pCZ hamiltonian. The calculations in refs. 15 and l6 

also apply to general lattice systems with axial symmetry.

In a previous paper we have given a high-temperature expansion for the 

specific heat of the one-dimensional XYZ hamiltonian using first-order

perturbation calculation relative to the XY-model IT) Furthermore, finite

chain calculations can be extrapolated to give very reliable results on

thermodynamic quantities, cf. the paper by Bonner and Fisher 18) on the

specific heat and the susceptibility x of the XXZ hamiltonian and a recent 
..19) zz

paper by Blote on the specific heat of the XXZ hamiltonian also taking 

into account the effect of higher spin values S _> 1 and the effect of 

crystalline fields.

In the present paper we investigate the tensor of the magnetic

susceptibility in the presence of a magnetic field b in the simple case of the

Ising hamiltonian with J - J =0. The aa element of the susceptibilityy z
tensor is given by

Xaa
(b) «=-iim

b -K) a

(1.2)

where

*i = 2J
N
l

i-1
sxsx ,l i+ 1 (1.3)

is the Ising hamiltonian with periodic boundary conditions and

t[K] = - lim (BN)’1 In < e~$K> (l.h)
N-h»

is the free energy per particle corresponding to the hamiltonian X in the 

thermodynamic limit and
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< A> = Tr A (1.5)

for an arbitrary operator A.
X , as defined by (1.2) can also be expressed in terms of correlation 
aa

functions. In the thermodynamic limit we have

6
Xaa(b) = | dT ( < p(b) s“(t)s“ ) -< p(b)s“>2 } +

0

+ 2 l
p=1

6
dx { < p(b)s“(t)S®+1>

')

<p(b)S®> < p(b)Sp+i* ( (1.6)

where

p(b) =(expt- 6(30 - i-l Ijiyexpl-SfKj - 5. H >
i 1

is the density operator and
A(t) = (exp [t{3Ct - b*£ S^}]) A (exp l - - b*£ 2^}])

i i

for an arbitrary operator A.
Apart from the susceptibility we also investigate the staggered 

susceptibility which is defined by the relation

X S(b) = - lim 
aa

32f

b^-K) 3b»‘

w.-Hh-'ii (-i}i si] (1.9)

Here bs is a staggered magnetic field with opposite values at even and o 

sites in the chain. The staggered susceptibility can be important e.g. if 
one wants to describe antiferromagnetic ordering due to interchain coup * g 

in terms of a molecular field model, see Stout and Chisholm and g 
and Bonner 21)>22). This will be discussed in more detail in section 6 of 

this paper. Furthermore, the staggered susceptibility can also be important 

in the presence of an antisymmetric exchange term of the Dzyaloshipsky 

type 23)»2U). This will be shown in a following paper . In terms of

correlation functions,
B

X is given by aa
B 00 /

(b) = dx < p(b)S?(x)S?> + 2 l (-1)P dx<p(?)S?(x)Sp+1

y p=i o

(1.10)

In the discussion of the susceptibilities we shall distinguish between 

two cases:
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(i) The magnetic field £ is in the x direction, b = bex» parallel to the 

components of the spins coupled by the Ising interaction. The susceptibilities 

and the density operator are denoted by

v E x„„ Yaa,x aa x aa.x Xc.c(bex)' °x H (>(bex) ■ (1.11)

(ii) The magnetic field b is in the z direction, b = bez> perpendicular to 

the spin components. The susceptibilities and the density operator are 

denoted by

aa,z Xaa^ez^* Xaa,z x (b< aa Pz = p(bez) (1.12)

• • sIn section 2 we deal with the susceptibilities x and x foraa,x aa,x
a - x,y,z. In particular the transverse susceptibilities with a = y,z are 

calculated for all values of the magnetic field b = bex« To our knowledge no 

explicit expression has been given for finite values of b. In section 3 we 

discuss the yy and zz components of the susceptibility in the presence of a 

magnetic field b = be , which can be obtained exactly using the theory of
^ p(C\ 07)

the XY-model and the alternating XY-model * . Finally the quantities
X and x S in the presence of a magnetic field b = be cannot be 

XX 9 Z XX 9 z z
calculated exactly. In section U these susceptibilities are evaluated using

perturbation calculation for small and large values of the applied field.

In section 5 we investigate the susceptibilities in more detail for small

values of the applied magnetic field. As a result the susceptibilities have
a minimum for £ = 0 and hence a maximum at some finite value of the applied

field for sufficiently low temperature. On the other hand the staggered
susceptibilities x S > X S and x S show a maximum at b = 0 for all

XX,X XX, z zz, z
temperatures.

In section 6 the interchain coupling is investigated in terms of a 

molecular field model, or more specifically in terms of a model with long- 

range (separable) interactions, for which the molecular field approximation 

can be shown to produce rigordus results * . Furthermore, we discuss

the relation between the susceptibilities and a curious phenomenon for the 

phase boundary of the transition from antiferromagnetism to paramagnetism 

observed by van Tol and Poulis ^ cupric sulphate, using n.m.r. and

specific heat measurements. In this substance the critical temperature as a 

function of the applied magnetic field shows a maximum at a temperature 

above the Neel temperature corresponding to the transition in zero field.
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Assuming that the phase transition is of second order, as has been obser 

experimentally, the phase boundary can be explained in terms of the 

properties of the susceptibility of a one-dimensional chain. Although the 

occurrence of the effect can be explained qualitatively on the basis of a 

rigorous model, no quantitative agreement can be obtained on the basis of the 

numerical values of the susceptibility.

2. Susceptibilities of the Ising chain in a parallel field

In order to evaluate the parallel susceptibilities Xxx^x an<* *xx,x 

presence of a magnetic field bev, we consider the hamiltonian

N N N,X„X , r „X , S*-2J I sW+1-b l S*-bS l (-1)x81 
i=1 i=1 i=1

(2.1)

22)
The free energy per particle has been calculated by Nagle and Bonner 

using the transfer matrix formalism, cf. e.g. ^),13)»32). The petition 

function Z = < exp(-BJf) > can be written

N iM
l R V, (S, ,S,_) = Tr(lM^) . (2.2)

s1»---*sK"±1 i=1

z =
l' 1 1+1 e o

where
-2BJS.S. 2$b(S.+S. ) 20bS(-l)1(S.-S. )

VSi’Si+1> = e e 1 1+1 e (2.3)

and

= V., for even values of i, and

(2.4)V = V., for odd values of l . 'o 1

The free energy per particle is given by

f = -sB"1 In X ^2,5)

where X is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix , leading to

f = -26"1 In |e“6J cosh 6b + eeJ cosh BbS +

{e'26J sinh2Bb + e2BJ sinh2BbS + 2 cosh Sb cosh BbS + 2}JJ • <2-6)

In the homogeneous case with bS = 0, eq. (2.6) reduces to the well-known 
result 32^
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f a-e 1 In [e 26J cosh 28b + {e"6J sinh220b + e6,1}^ ]

From eq. (2.6) we obtain

- lim 32f
XX,X bs->0 3b

.2
£8e 2 (cosh 2 0b)

and

X ® = - lim ^"2 = i0e6JA"2 (cosh 20b)"1 ,
’ bs-0 3b s

where

A = 1 + e~2*J sinh2 20b .

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

Transverse susceptibility.

For the transverse susceptibility x in a parallel field, the 

situation seeras to be different. To our knowledge, the transverse 

susceptibility has been evaluated only for the special case that the parallel 

field vanishes, as a special case of the XY-model The generalization to

nonvanishing values of b is straightforward, using eq. (1.6), as we shall 

show now.
For the operators S^(t) and Si(t), defined by (1.8) with b = be^, we

have the equations of motion

It s^(t) = 1 0 Sj(t) , (2.11)

t7 sT(t) - - 1 0 S^(t) (2.12)

where

0 = 2J(SX + SX)1 - b . (2.13)

The solution is given by
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S^(t) = Sy cosh Ot + i Sj sinh Ot 

S^(t) = cosh Ot - i sinh Ot 

Noting that
V n n

0< P._ sysyx l“p+1> = < "xBI8p*1> for p i- 0

(2.1U)

(2.15)

where is defined by (l.ll) and (1.T)» it is obvious that only the au 

correlation function <pxS“(t)S^ > for a = y,z can give nonvanishing 

contributions to the transverse susceptibilities.

Using (2.1U), (2.15), (1.6) and (l.10) we obtain

s s (2.16)
*yy,x " Xyy,x " Xzz,x Xzz,x

where B B „ . .
Xjryx- J dT<p;8((T)S?> = j <px cosh 0t> +J<PxSt sinh 0T>}.(2.17)

From the relations

cosh 2JtS^ = cosh Jt ,

sinh 2JtS* = 2S* sinh Jt, 1 1
(2.18)

the operators cosh Ot and sinh Ot can be expressed as 

cosh Ot = {cosh2JT + IjS-S* sinh2 JTlcosh bT -
1 2 n J

- (S* + S*)sinh 2Jt sinh bT,

sinh OT = (S* + S*)sinh 2Jt cosh bT -

- {cosh2 Jt + sinh2 JTjsinh bT

The autocorrelation function 

the correlation functions

m =

a =

( p S* > 
x 1

(pxSHS2>

< PxSy(T)S \ > can now be expressed in terms of 

e = < PXS^S^ > ,

(2.20)

i.e. the magnetization per particle, the nearest neighbour and next nearest 

neighbour correlation function and the correlation function of three neigh

bouring spins. The result is
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(Px^TK> =

= - -Jm + -Ja}cosh(b+2J)x + {yj: + ^m + ^a}cosh(b-2J)x +

+ {-^m + |e - “V}sinh(b+2 J)t + {—j^m - je - ^v} sinh(b-2J)x +

+ (~ - “a)coshbx + (-^m + v)sinh bx . (2.21)

Integrating over x we find for the susceptibility

V,:
= (b+2J) 11^( ig-~m+-o )sinh B(b+2J) + (—^m+|e-|v){cosh g(b+2J) - 1 }j

+ (b-2J) 1 (i-+^m+-pa)sinh B(b-2J) + (-im—le-iv){cosh B(b-2J) - l}
16 ** 4 822

iinh Bb + (-^m+v)(coshBb — 1) (2.22.

The correlation functions (2.20) can be calculated in various ways, cf. 
13) 32) 35)* * . For our purpose it is sufficient to consider the probability
P(Sj,S2>83) that three adiacent spins S*, S2> S3 have the values Si,S2>S3 

where Sj, S2, S3 = ±5 . Using the simple relation

P(Si, }, S3) = e6(b 2S1-2S3) P(s1# -1, S3) (2.23)

we can express o and v in terms of e and m. As a result a and v are given by

o l S1S3 P(S1,S2,S3) =
Si ,S2,S3 * ±5

- J(,.e-2W)-ip(V2j).e-K4E^e-Bbte-2SJteB(b-2J)j . Um( 1+e“613)]

(2.2U)
and

V = £ S1S2S3 P(Si,S2,S3) =

Si ,S2 5S3 =± g

= 1( l-e”2^)”"* |j1+e"*^b-e""^^J+e^(b~^J) - Ue ^1-e_^b-e-2^+e^b”2,*0 -

- 2m(1-2e"eb+e"26J)J . (2.25)

e and m can be obtained directly from eq. (2.7)» i.e.
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(2.26)t = i = l - lA 2{e“BJ cosh 23b + A5} ,

m - - ~ * 2A_^e"BJ sinh 26b , (2.2?)

where A has been defined by eq. (2.10).

Hence we have calculated the transverse susceptibilities in the presence 
of a parallel field be . In the limit b+0 eq. (2.22) together with eqs.

X 1 \
(2.2U) - (2.27) reduces to the familiar result

x _ tanh gBJ
yy ~ uj 8 cosh228J (2.28)

3• Transverse suscevisibilities in a perpendicular field

sIn this section we evaluate the susceptibilities x^y z» XyyjZ> xzz,z 
X,! in the presence of a magnetic field be in the z direction. For

Z Z y Z Z
the nonstaggered susceptibilities we consider the hamiltonian

N
*-2J I sS,.

1 1+1

N
I

i=1
Si1 - I szz >, 1

i=1
(3.1)

Note that eq. (3.1) represents the hamiltonian of an Ising chain in a

perpendicular magnetic field b = vV + b2

The free energy per particle can be evaluated as a special case of the
« *0»o)»7J m^g result isXY-model with anisotropy parameter y - 1, cf. reis.

71 .
f = -(ttB)”1 I dq In 2cosh 2&A(q)

0
where

7 (3.3)A(q) = (J2 - 2bJ cos q + b2)2

and
b2 = b2 + b2 

y z

For by = 0, we have

_3A_ 32A 1 3A
3b " °» 3b2 " b 3b

y y
so that

(3.U)

(3.5)
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xyy>:
. . 3zf
llm
b -K) y

y *
TT

fc I dq tanh gB(J2-2bJ cos a + b2)
i2n5

(J2-2bJ cos q + b2)*
(1 - — cos q) = -1b m (3.6)

where m^ is the magnetization per particle of an Ising chain in the presence 

of a transverse magnetic field be^.

The zz-susceptibility is given by

, . 3zf 
Xzz,z = - i1” 3^

by-K) z 
TT

TT 1
1 f 3 tanh l8(J2-2bJ cos a + b2)5 T? . ?= — I dq -------- *—-------- —---------- 1-----"t ~ J^sin^q

71 n (J2-2bJ cos a + b2)2

Utt dq

(J -2bJ cos q + b2): 

(b - J cos q)'

(J2-2bJ cos q + b2)cosh2§8(J2-2bJ cos a + b2)2
(3 - T)

Now we shall calculate the staggered susceptibilities. In vie. of eqs. 

(1.6) and (1.10) and the relation 

8
I di < p S^(x)S^ . > = 0, for p ^ 0 (3-8)
J z i p+1
0

which will be proved in appendix A, we have

8

Eq. (3*9) has the following consequence. Consider the Fourier transform 

m of the magnetization in the y direction per particle, due to an in

homogeneous magnetic field in the y direction, defined by

m = N"1 l (Sy. exp[-B(3C - b £ S? - J b .S?) ] > eiq^ .
q * j i Zi1 •; yi 1

? < exp[-8(3C - b [S?-[ b Sp ] >"1 . (3.10)
i i y

In a first order perturbation calculation in terms of the inhomogeneous 

magnetic field bv-., m^ is given by

\ = X(<l)bq

8U

(3.11)



where

b = [ b . eq \ yjJ

iqj (3.12)

is the Fourier transform of the inhomogeneous magnetic field and x(q) 
wave number dependent susceptibility defined by

xU) = l dx <ozS^(t)S^+1 ) ,iqp (3.13)

In view of eq. (3.8), x(q) is independent of q, i.e.

x(q) = x (3.1*0

This is also true for the transverse susceptibilities in the presence of a 

magnetic field b = be., cf. eqs. (2.15) and (2.16).

We finally consider the staggered susceptibility Xzz>z* This q y

can be obtained from the free energy per particle for an alternating 

chain, in the presence of an alternating magnetic field in the

direction 26),27) Earlier treatments of an alternating XY-chain do not
■ 3*0

or are restricted to the isotropic caseinclude an external field 

Consider as a special case of the treatment in refs. 26 and 27 

hamiltonian

N N N
2J l SXSX - b l SZ - bS l (-1)xSl •

i=i 1 1+1 i=i 1 i=i

Then the free energy per particle is given by

r ’ if = —( ttB) 1 dq In ^ 2 cosh§f}{c2 + (cf-Ci*)2} j +

0 i i i
+ In ( 2 cosh§(3{c2 - (cl-Ci*)5}5 )

where

- v2c0 = b

c4 = (b2 - bS )2 - 2JZ(b2 - bs )cos 2q + J

Noting that for bs = 0

8c.

3b*

804

8b£
- o.

82C2

8b s
= 2,

82C4

8bs
-4b2 + 4J2 cos 2q ,

(3.15)

(3-16)

(3.17)

(3.18) 
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the staggered susceptibility xz| z is given by

s _ 
^zz,z 2u

212

dq
tanh §6{j2 - 2|bJ|cos q + b2} 

{j2 - 2|bj|cos q + b2}5

b2 + J2 sir^q 

|bJ|cos q
,(3.19)

The integral from 0 to tt at the right-hand side of (3.19) can be decomposed 

into sn integral from 0 to jtt which arises from the second term at the right' 

hand side of (3 - 16) and an integral from § tt to it, which arises from the 

first term.

4. Parallel susceptibility in a perpendicular field

In this section we consider the correlation functions

'{expMB-xUJCj-bE.S*)] jS^expl-xt^-bE .SZ)])s*+1 >
PzS1(t)Sp+1 > = ,(4.1)

< exp[-B(3CI-bE.Sp]>

in the presence of a magnetic field be in the z direction, where p and 3Cz Z x.

are defined by (1.12) and (1.13) respectively. Unfortunately, these 

correlation functions cannot be evaluated exactly for arbitrary values of b. 

Therefore we shall use the Dyson perturbation expansion

expI-B^o+JCi) ] = exp[-f#C0]
6

1 + l I-ljq | dTl j

- q=1 0 0

Ti q~i
dX2 ■ * n3CltTk?q k=1 ^

where

A[ x] = (exp[x3C0])A (exp -[x3C0])

for an arbitrary operator A.

For small values of b, we take

K0 - *1 » Pj E exp[-33Cj ] < expl-BJCj. ] >'-1 3Cj a - b l SZ
i-1 1

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Using trivial properties like S*[x ] = S* , ( p^AJx ' ]B[x" ] > = < p^Alx'-x'^B )

and < pJfCj) = 0, the correlation functions up to the order b2are given by
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- (‘>IS1SP+1> +

Ijt (p^S^^-tzlS^S^^S^Ti-TzlS^PjSjS^, ) ) ) ) +

+ I2( (Pjts^tn-Tais^^-s^lTj-Tzls^p^s^, >) > 1 + 

+ I3{ ( PjlS^Tj-Tzl S*S*S*+1 - s£[t i-t2] s\ < PlSiSp+1 > > > 1

where the integrations Ij, l2> 13 are defined by

N
+ b2 l 

k, 2,= 1

(4.5)

T T
f

II = dT! dx2. 12 5 I dT 1 j
)
T 0 0

dT 2 (4.6)

. k2 / „ oxox ) ariqp from the denominator in (U.l),
The terms proportional to bz <pjSiSp+1 ; arlse iruui
as can be seen from the trivial identity

3 T1 (U.7)r V11 + 12 + 13 = | dT1 | dT 2

Eq.. (4.5) has the advantage that no terms proportional to N occur at the 

right-hand side in view of the cancellation of these terms in the numerator 

and denominator of (4.1). Using eqs. (2.14) and (2.19)» we have in the 

special case that b = 0,

S>] = cosh^Jx ♦ 3inh2jT-i(S^+1 +S^_1)sinh 8Jt.(U.8)

From the expression

pT = 2"N n (1 - 4S.XS* tanh 26J) , 
kt ' k k+1

(4.9)

k=1
which can be derived in the thermodynamic limit using similar arguments as 

the high temperature expansion it is clear that only terms
• • ^ 4.. + ( n qX(T)ox > . Consider therefore

can give a nonvanishing contribution to ' PzDi'T;Dp+1
an arbitrary term with k^ at the right-hand side of eq. (4.5). Inserting 

the right-hand side of eq. (4.8) we are left with a correlation function wh 

is linear in the operator s£ or the operator sj. Such a correlation function 

must vanish, as is clear taking the trace over the Hilbert space of spin k. 

Using eq. (4.8) and the (anti)commutation relations of the spins by which
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the remaining operators and Sz can be expressed in terms of components S , 

the correlation functions can be written as

- <pisisp+i> +

+ b2 j, f (PISk-,Sk+1SlSp+1> - <^ISK-1SK+1> •

• (ii + I2 + l3)sinh2J(I1-T2) +

+ b2 j, < < PISK+,SlSp+1 > - < P!SK+1 > < Pp^p+1 > ) '

•(il + I2 + l3)sinh 2J(ti-t2) -

- b2 ^2 < PIS^S^+1>I3cosh2J(T1-T2) + 2<pIS^S^S2Sp+1>I3sinh2J(ii-T2) +

+ ^( <PIS2Sp+1 > + <piSNSp+l>) I3sinh 2J(t1-t2)^ . (U.10)

In this way the correlation functions ( p S*(t)SX , ) have been expressed in
z 1 p+1

terms of integrals multiplied by static correlation functions of two and four 

spins of the one-dimensional Ising model. The static correlations are given

by
n xx ^ 0k—<p JI sx sx > = n i(-T)

1 k=1 xk Jk

Jk " Xk *

k=1

Vi " ^k T = tanh 28J (U.11)

which is obvious from (U.9), since only the term which contains 
X X X x

S. S. S. S. once and the intermediate spins between ik and twice can
“1 Jl 1n Jn

give a nonvanishing contribution in the thermodynamic limit. Using the 

explicit expressions of the correlation functions and the integrals in eq.
(U.10), which have been listed in appendix B, the correlation functions are 

given by

<PzS*(t)S*> =^ + ^5 b2J-2 (8-t)tJ2( 1-T2) - i(1VT2) +

}(1-T)2 + i{e-(28“2T)J +e-2TJ_e-2 0J J(1+T)2 ~j ^

(U. 12)

+ 2{e(2B-2x)J + e2TJ_e2BJ-
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<PZS?(T)Sp+l >-*<-T)P+ ib2j"2 .

* ^(-T)15’1 (UT + (e(26-2T)J + e2xJ _ e26J )(1_T)2 _

" (e"(2B+2l)j + e"2Tj - e"26J)(l+T)2 + p(-U0J + e20J - e"26J)(1-T2)} +

+ ^(-T)P 2{p-i + 2T2 - (p+1)T4}{-U02J2 + e26J + e"20J - 2}J , p * 0.

(U.13)
The xx susceptibility Xxx z can now be evaluated, using eq. (1.6) and 

performing the integration over t. The result is

Xxx,z = 56e"BJ + a..x 7(6,j)b2 (U.lU)

where

Z(B,J) = r4r(J3cosh4^0J)_1 •jZ 2. Db

• |(0J)3(1 + cosh 8J) + 2 sinh 20J + U sinh 0J -

- e B^{(20J)2(cosh 20J + h cosh 0J +3) +

+ [(BJ)3 +(0J)](U cosh 0J - U sinh 0J - 2 sinh 20J + M} (U.15)

The staggered susceptibility can be evaluated using (1.10). The result

(8,J)b2 (U.16)Xxx,z = 5 6e sL
XX, z

where

W(6>J) = axx,z(8>-J> (U.IT)

Eq. (U.17) is also obvious from eq. (U.1U) if one applies the transformation 

R = \=oddeXp^iirSk^ * which consists of rotations over * around the z axis 

at the odd lattice sites and the identical transformation at the even lattice 
sites. Then

R{2J I s*s*+) - l s-t-,)1 - * l s^Jr-1 =

= -2J l BfBf+1 - b* l S* - b l S? 
i i 1

and for the free energy per particle, we have

(U. 18)
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(U. 19)

f [2J l s^i+1 - ** l Si(-l)i - * l sil ■
L i i i J

L i l l J

Eq. (4.15) can also be found expanding eq. (2.22) for Vy,* and also the

correlations a, v, e and m, cf. (2.24) - (2.27) for small values of b, i.e 

fficient

tanh 56J

from the coefficient a in the relation yy>x

Xyy>: 4j

6
------------- -— + a (B»J)b2 + ...
8 cosh2sBJ 77 *x

(4.20)

This is obvious, since

a (B,J) = - lim j----------------
yy,X b -K),b -*0 32b 32b

x y x y

'[*I-bxpi-by pi]

= -lim
b -»-0,b ->0 32b 32bx z x z

ft " b I Sx - b y Sz
I x r 1 z k 1 L 1 1 J

(0,J).

(4.21)

In this section however, we have given a more detailed perturbation
calculation of all correlation functions <p S.(t)SX , > , since more general

z i p+1
results such as e.g. the wave-number dependent susceptibility can be obtained 

from the correlation functions. Moreover, the methods used in this section 

can also be applied to higher orders of perturbation, which can lead to 

explicit expressions for the coefficients of higher powers b4, b6, ... in 

the expansion of xXX , z •

For large values of the magnetic field we can apply the Dyson expansion 

(4.2) with and = 3C^. Up to the first order in J, the

correlation functions are given by

- 2J
•)

= KWi' -

dTl<Pb SklT+Tl'Sk+1[T+^1S^[TlSp+1 > -

dt2<pb S?[t]B*[t2]S*+1[t2]S*+1> , (4.22)
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vhere

A(x] = exp[-ib £ S?]Aexp[ib £ S? ] ,
i i

Pb = exp [ 6b l S? ] < exp [6b [ S? ] > 
i i

Using the relations

Sk[T] =SX

and

pb =2-N

k cosh bt - is£ sinh bx

n (1 + 2S^ tanh 56b),
k=1

^relation functions up to the order J can be written 

<ps*(t)s*> =z 1 1

<PZS^)S*> = -

Fcosh^Bb * [cosh b(e~T) + cosh bTJ >

J \

16 cosh226b

<P«8?(T^+1> -0 . p > 2

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

jj cosh(6-T)b + (8-i)cosh fb + ^ {sinh(8-f)b + sinh xbjj , (U.27)

(4.28)

The susceptibility and the staggered susceptibility can be found using eqs. 
0*6) and (1.10). The result is

xx.

X s _ tanh ;8b 
*xx,z " 2b

J8D)2 + (4.29)

J6b)2 + . (4.30)

^• Results and discussion

In this section we discuss the behaviour of the susceptibilities as 
defined by eqs. (1.11) and (1.12), up to the second order in the applied 

magnetic field b. For parallel fields b = be^ we define
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X = x + a (B,J)b2 aa,x a acx,x

X - x! + a s (B,J)Vaa,x a aa,x

and in the case of perpendicular fields b = be, 

Xcxa,z = Xa + aaa,z<M)b2

xaa,z = Xa +

(5.1)

(5-2)

Here xa and x^ can be expressed in terms of the parallel and transverse 

susceptibility of the Ising chain

i;Be ■BJ
*x = cBe BJ

and

V = *y = xz = xz
s tanh ?BJ 

Uj
B

8 cosh2!BJ

(5-3)

(5.*»)

The coefficients a can be expressed in terms of six independent parameters 
a^(B,J) and a^(B,J), v = 1,2,3. The first three of these parameters occur 

in the expansion for the free energy per particle of an Ising chain with xx 

interactions in the presence of an applied magnetic field b = b^e^ + b^e^ + 

+ ^zez up to the order b4:

-1f = -B” In 2 cosh §BJ - h>he-V
8 x

(b2+b2) rtanh j
L

B
16 coshZ§BJ

]-

^ai(B,J)b* - ia2(B,J)[b^+6b2'b|]-Ia3(B,J)[2b|'b2+2b2b|] . (5-5)

Using eqs. (2.16), (3*9) and (5*5) all coefficients except a 
a S can be expressed in terms of a (B,J), i.e.

xx,x zz,z and

ai (B »J) = XX,X
a?(B,J) = a = 3a = 3a S 

2 zz,z yy,z yy,z

a3(B,J) = a sizz ,xyy»x yy,x

The remaining coefficients a^(B,J) are defined by 

S. T\ sa'(B>J) = axx,x ’

4(8,J) = a.

aa(B,J) = a
zz,z
s

XX, z

(5.6)

(5.7)
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The coefficients aj($,J) and af(8,J) can be evaluated, expanding eqs 

(2.8) and (2.9) for small values of b. The result is

■1(6,j: J2 B3(—3e ■3BJ ■BJ.

a^(B,J) = - B3 cosh BJ

The coefficients a2(B,J) and a2(8,J) can be found from eq. 

eq. (3.19) and are equal to

(5.8)

(3.6) or (3.7) and

a2(B,J) = - J^cosh^gBJ) * *
* (BJ)3(-cosh$J +2) + 2(BJ)2 sinh BJ + (B J) (coshBJ + 1) - 2 sinh2BJ-sinh B jj»

a2(B,J) = fTe(J3cosh4§BJ) ^
• j^(BJ)3(coshBJ - 2) - 6(BJ)2sinh3J + 5(BJ) (coshgj + l)-|sinh 2BJ-5sinhBjJ-

(5.9)

The coefficients a3(B,J) and a3(B,J) are given by eqs. (^.15) and (U.17)» cf.

(5.6) and (5-7).

We now discuss the different coefficients occurring in eqs. (5*1) and 

(5.2). Here we shall restrict ourselves to the value J - 1, which 
corresponds to an anti ferromagnetic exchange interaction. The ferromagnetic 

case with J < 0 can be discussed in a similar way; the coefficients 
al(B,J), a2(B,J) and a2(8,J) are invariant for the change in sign J -J» 

whereas a3(B,-J) = a|(8,J).
The parallel susceptibility x for J = 1 has a maximum ile = 0.092 for 

B = 1 and tends to zero in the limit 6 " s whereas the staggered

susceptibility x^ increases monotonically as a function of B«
The transverse susceptibility Xy has a maximum 0.30 for B = 2.U0 and

tends to c in the limit B -»■ 00 •
In figs. 1, 2 and 3 we have drawn the coefficients ai(B,J)> a2(B»J) 

a3(BsJ) as a function of B, for J = 1.
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Fig. 1. The coefficient ai(B,J) 
for J=1, vs. the inverse 
temperature B.

Fig. 2. The coefficient a2(BjJ) 
for J=1, vs. the inverse 
temperature B•

Fig. 3. The coefficient a3(B4J) 
for J=1, vs. the inverse 
temperature B•

The coefficient aj(B,l) is negative for high temperatures 0 < B < 0.55 

with a minimum -0.000U8 for B = 0.38. For lower temperatures a^(B»l) is 

positive, reaches a maximum 0.0U2 for B = 3-Oh and tends to zero in the 

limit 6 +

a2(B,l) is negative for B < 2.29 and positve for B > 2.29. The 

coefficient has again two extrema, a minimum -0.017 for B = 1.50 and a 
maximum 0.059 for B = 4.69. For B + oo, a2(B,l) tends to the value i.
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The coefficient a3(B,l) has qualitatively the same features. a3(B,l) 1S

negative for high temperatures B < 0.90, having a minimum -0.00086 f

B = O.63. For lower temperatures the coefficient has a maximum 0.07

B = l*.96 and tends to in the limit B 00
So in the high temperature region the susceptibilities XactjX an ^aa,z

decrease as a function of the applied magnetic field b. For suffic’ ly

low temperatures they all have a mimimum for b = 0 and hence must

maximum at some finite value of the applied magnetic field. The P

at which the maximum for b = 0 changes into a minimum depends rath
on the orientation of the applied field and the element of the susceptibil y

tensor. In fact, in the case of an Ising chain we have three different

temperatures at which this effect can occur, namely the zeros B - 0.55,

B = 2.29 and B = 0.90 of the three coefficients ai(3,l)» a2(3,1) a*1*1 a3 *
For the isotropic Heisenberg chain, the antiferromagnetic s V ' ' *

__ - r.: chpr 10' in the high-
as a function of b has been calculated by Bonner and Pisner
temperature region x has a maximum for b = 0, whereas for suff'

temperatures x seems to have a minimum. It is clear that if . ®
n t_tt=j=0 corresponding to the

interaction parameters from values Jx " J » y z
Ising chain, to values J = J = J = J corresponding to the isotroprc 

Heisenberg model, the zeros of a^B.l). a2(8,l) and a3(B,l) should t

the same value. This implies in particular that the variation of the 
rather large and that the position of the zeros depends rather drastically on 

the anisotropy of the exchange parameters. Hence by measuring P
of the zeros of the b* coefficients of the elements of the susceptibility 

tensor for various orientations of the magnetic field, one c 
useful information on the anisotropy of the one-dimensional chain. In . 

connection with this it would be useful to perform finite chain calculations 

for the elements of the susceptibility tensor for anisotropic Heisenberg

chains. .
A global impression of the position of the zeros of a3(B,1) may e

obtained from the high-temperature expansion up to the order B for e X
„ • „ Q . For the values

susceptibility of the anisotropic XY model given
Y = 1.0, 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7 of the anisotropy parameter, the zero o e

\ + a - n 8U 0 89, 0.96 and 1.05 respective y.
coefficient a3(B,l) occurs at B - O.oU, u.oy,
Obviously the high-temperature expansion is not exact, cf. th 
B - 0.8U and 0.90, but one may conclude that the zero of a,(B.O -U *ft 

to lower temperatures, if the anisotropy decreases from the value Y -
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corresponding to the Ising chain, to lower values.
In fig. 4 ve have given the coefficients aj(B,J), a2(B>J) an(^ a3(B>J) as 

a function of B, for J = 1.

P-

Fig. 4. The coefficients ai(B,J) , 
a|(B,J) and a|(B,J) for J=1, 

vs. the inverse temperature B-

In contrast to the "non-staggered" quantities a^(B,l)» all coefficients 

in fig. 4 are negative for all temperatures. This implies that the staggered
eg g t

susceptibilities x , X and X have a maximum for d = 0, whereas XX,X zz, z xx, z g
the other staggered susceptibilities x> Xz| x and- Xyy z are equal to 

"non-staggered" susceptibilities and have a minimum for b = 0 for sufficient 

sufficiently low temperatures.

In fig. b the coefficient af(B,l) has a minimum -0.22 for B = 3.29 and 
tends to the value - ^ in the limit B -*■ 00 *, the other two coefficients 
ai(3,l) and a|(B,l) decrease monotonically with B- So

So far we have discussed the behaviour of the susceptibilities for small 

values of the applied magnetic field b. We conclude this section, giving the 

leading term of the asymptotic approximation in the case of a very large 

applied magnetic field.

For a parallel field b = be^, we have, cf. eqs. (2.8), (2.9), (2.22) and 

(2.24) - (2.27),
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x % V s = o -6(t>-2J) + h^gher exponential terms, 
XX,X Axx,x

1
(5.10)

v =v° = v =y“ •x* —T7T + exponential terms.
yy,x *yy,x Xzz,x *zz,x 2(b-2J)

In the case of a perpendicular field b = b^, the susceptibilities are given

by, cf. eqs. (3.6), (3.7), (3.19), (‘>■29) and (U.30)

ISt . £ (tanh JSb)2 ♦ >
XX, z 

s
^xx,z

tanh ?l
2b

s tanh 33b
yy, z *yy»z 2b

<9(gj ■

J2 /cv/J1' Ab^ + tel : exponential terms,

s i j14 xvrj*6 . ,Xzz,z = 76 b5" + 6(vb7j + exponential terms,

ZZ,Z 4

(5-11)

/Q~(j2n \^ lv’2n+1 / 1S a shorthand notation for a term proportional to 
L1 —$b.

whereas the exponential terms contain a factor e
where 
j&yCJn + l)

6. Interchain interaction
Usually one-dimensional systems can be characterized by 8

chain coupling and a much smaller interchain coupling between atoms 
to different chains. For low temperatures the interchain coupling can g 

rise to long-range magnetic ordering. In the presence of a magn ^ 
phase transition can occur at which the long range ordering P 
Since in general no rigorous treatment can be given for s ?
transition, it seems reasonable to treat the intrachain interactions 

exactly as possible and to use an approximate method such as ^ ^

molecular field approximation for the interchain intera . ,
magnetic ordering of an Ising chain with interchain interactions 

along these lines, in the absence of a magnetic field. .
Instead of using a molecular field approximation one can so c ^

hamiltonian consisting of a relatively large Ising intrachain in 
a much smaller interaction of the separable or equivalent neighbo yp ^ 
Such interactions can be treated rigorously in many cases and lead ^



energy per particle which is of the molecular field type 28),29)

In this section we discuss a system described by the hamiltonian

5C = 2J l sxsx - b y sT + l s?s“ , (6.1)
<i,j> 1 J i 1 ^ i6A 1 J

( jeB ^( a = x,y ,z; y = x,y,z ) .

In this equation it is assumed that the lattice can be divided into two sub

lattices A and B so that each nearest neighbour of an atom A belongs to sub

lattice B and vice versa. In the first term of (6.1) we have a summation over 

all pairs < i,j > of nearest neighbours within each of the chains. The last 

term in (6.1) is an interaction of the equivalent neighbour type between the 

a components of spins belonging to sublattice A and the a components of spins 
belonging to sublattice B. Here -Z'* is the total number of atoms in the 

lattice, i.e. ^ - N CL » where is the number of chains and N the 

number of atoms belonging to a chain. The interaction constant J1 can be 

positive (antiferromagnetic case) as well as negative (ferromagnetic case). 

Furthermore the second term of (6.1) contains an applied magnetic field which 

can be parallel (y = a) to the exchange coupling J1 as well as perpendicular 

to this coupling (y # a).

In this section we shall investigate the hamiltonian (6.1) for arbitrary 

a and y from a global point of view assuming that the phase transition in an 

applied magnetic field from long-range magnetic ordering to paramagnetism is 

of second order. On the basis of this assumption we shall express the 

critical field in terms of the susceptibilities of the linear chain. Of 

course the possibility of first-order transitions from long-range ordering to 

paramagnetism should not be excluded. An investigation of the occurrence of 

a first-order transition however, would require a much more detailed analysis 

of the systems under consideration, which is beyond the scope of the present 

paper. In connection with this we should mention the work by Nagle and 

Bonner. * , in which an Ising system similar to the hamiltonian (6.1)

with y = x, a = x has been studied extensively, also in the presence of a 

finite staggered magnetic field in the x-direction. This system shows many 

interesting features such as first-order transitions and higher order critical 

points, especially if the interaction constants J and J* have different signs 

signs.

Excluding for the moment the special case y = a, J1 > 0 which requires 

a special treatment, it can be shown that in the thermodynamic limit, the
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free energy par particle is given by

f = min f[W0U) ]

cf. eq. (l.U), where the trial hamiltonian of the linear chain K0U) 

defined by

(6.2)

^oU) = T - clJ* 1 ~IC + 5n|j'U2

where

T = 2J l STS* - b £ ST
V 1 1+1 V 11 1

The operator a is the magnetization in the ferromagnetic cas 

staggered magnetization in the antiferromagnetic case, i.e.

JC = I'8; - jMjM"1 XA

(6.3)

(( _i ^ * ** „

(6.51
i€A i€B

where the primes indicate that the summation over the atoms o
• +Viq+ the summations :and B is restricted to the atoms of one chain, so ___

isB correspond to the summations over even and odd values _
Eq. (6.2) can be derived on the basis of the general oreao_e„ 

free energy of systems with separable interactions given 

some details we refer to appendix C of the present paper. ^
The parameter K which minimizes the right-hand side of eq 

be solved from the molecular field equation

3f
(6.6)

= 0

or equivalently from
,=N-1(e-^Ua>(e^(^r1 . (6*T)

If eq. (6.6) has more than one solution, one should select the solut.on

which leads to the lowest value of f. , .
We now assume that the long-range magnetic ordering is descn

_ o+ thp second orcer
terms of a nonvanishing parameter 5, which tends to zer .t-cal field can 
transition from long-range ordering to paramagnetism. Th ^ the

then he obtained from (6.7), considering the s°^onS ” exclude the case 

limit 5 + 0. Clearly, 5 = 0 is a solution of ( • , ferroma6netie

Y = a, J. < 0. (in this special case ™ ^ , second order

and parallel to the applied field and we wou

transition.) 99



For small values of £, the right-hand side of (6.7) can be evaluated by 

perturbation calculation. The result is

6
1 = 1J* In"1 < e~3T j dT t) >

0

, -BT . - 1 ,< e > , y # a (6.8)

where

^°(t) = eTT^°e-TT - (6.9)

or equivalently

lJ'ka>Y(b) = 1 ’ if J' < 0, Y r a (6.10)

lJ'lXaa>Y(b) = 1 > if J' > 0, Y ^ a. (6.11)

So far we did not consider the case of an antiferromagnetic coupling 

parallel to the applied field, i.e. y = ct, J' > 0. Since eq. (6.2) is not 

valid in this case a special treatment is required. This is discussed in 

some detail at the end of appendix C. As a result, the condition for the 

occurrence of a second order transition can be written

lJ,lXoa,a(b “ lJ,|n0('b)) = 1 » J' > 0, y = a , (6.12)

where no(b) is the a component of the magnetization per particle of the 

linear chain in the presence of a magnetic field -(b - |«J1 | ("b)) in the

a direction, cf. eq. (C.12). So

So far we expressed the phase boundary of a second-order transition from 

long-range ordering to paramagnetism in terms of a simple relation for the 

susceptibility of a one-dimensional chain. We shall now discuss to what 

extent our results can support the qualitative behaviour of the phase 

boundary separating long-rang magnetic ordering from paramagnetism in cupric 
sulphate measured by van Tol and Poulis 30)>31). on this curve the critical 

temperature as a function of the applied magnetic field b shows a maximum 

^max ^or a v&lue of b. In particular at temperatures slightly above
the Neel temperature TN two critical fields bj and b2 would occur, the 

system being paramagnetic for b<bj and b>b2, whereas for intermediate 

fields there is long-range ordering. In order to explain this, van Tol and 

Poulis considered an isotropic antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain consisting 

of N spins. The energy levels of such a finite chain have been given by
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Bonner and Fisher Taking into account the lowest two energy levels and

extrapolating the results to N -*■ °°, van Tol and Poulis were able to obtain
phase boundary curve, having a T > T„. One should realize however h

their treatment does not lead to consistent thermodynamic results, e.g

entropy of a system of •sf spins would be proportional to > clearly
because of the neglect of the higher energy levels of the linear chain.

Therefore it seems to be worthwhile to look for an explanation of the eff

on the basis of a more rigorous model of a one-dimensional system.

Let us assume for simplicity that the one-dimensional system can
described in terms of an anti ferromagnetic Ising interaction. We also assum

that the phase transition to the paramagnetic state is a second ord
‘ 30),31)*) Theni in view oftransition as has been observed experimentally

eqs. (6.10) - (6.12), the phase boundary curve can be described in terms 

the susceptibilities discussed in section 5- For sufficiently low 

temperatures, the susceptibilities described by aj(6,J)» a2(3»J)
, v , x s _ v s d s have aa3(B,J), i-e. x > Xaa _ (« = x,y,z), “ *zz>x an V’z

ctctjX oo5jj * -i-t-o value OXminimum for b = 0, so that a maximum should occur for some

b. This implies that at a certain temperature 6, eqs. (6.10)

have two different solutions at different values of the applied

suitable values of the exchange coupling |J'|* This could expl

in principle, the phase boundary mentioned above.

Unfortunately however, the numerical values of the susceptibilitie

an antiferromagnetic chain for small values of b are rather

eqs. (6.10) - (6.12) cannot be satisfied, unless the interaction par
. t TTnrRi^T' such conditions,|J11 is much larger than the intrachain coupling •

the hamiltonian (6.1) does not give a realistic description for a y
. . . . s v andshort-range interactions. The other susceptibi l ies X^^* zz,z

„ . . , S/Q t1 ao(6,J) andX , i.e. those described by the coefficients ajCB.J).
a£M> vith the exception of x,’., can have large values at ^ ^

have a maximum at btemperatures, but all three susceptibilitie

temperatures, so that they cannot give an explanation (the presence 

term no in eq. (6.12) does not change this argument).

See also ref. 36 for more recent results
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we prove eq. (3.8). Using the KMS-property and the 

operator identity

3 -BJC -6-K f dx eT3Sf. eA f dT «3X e =e ]
J n

tX

for an arbitrary operator

(A. 1)

X = - I \.X.
3 J J

it follows that

6
J flT <PzS?(t)s£+1 > =

(A.2)

= lim 
b -K>
yi
\ -o
yp+i

B'V1
3zZ

3b 3b
yi yP+1

(A.3)

where

Z = < expT-BtJfj - tz I S? 

W i
b S - b

P+1
5y
P+1

(A.U)

We now evaluate Z using a high-temperature expansion, i.e.

(-e)nZ = l --------- < fjc - b l S? - b -S? - b S7.,!11 > .
n=0 n! L1 V 1 /i 1 Vi P 'J (A.5)

The only terms of (A.5) which can give a nonvanishing contribution to the 

right-hand side of eq. (A.3) in the limit b •+ 0, b -*■ 0 are the terms
yi yp+i

which are proportional to b b . For p ^ 0 such a term is linear in the
y yi yP+1 y

operator Sq and can be written C S] D, where C and D do not contain the
yoperator Sj . In order to have a nonvanishing trace, C or D should be 

linear in the operator Sj. Let us suppose that the operator C contains Sj, 
then C s{ D = L Sj M s{ D , where the operators L, M and D do not contain the 

operators and S*. Evaluating the right-hand side of eq. (A.5) we also
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obtain a term L S? M s\ D with exactly the same coefficient as the term ^ ^ 
L sf M S? D. Now the contributions from both terms cancel, since^i M Sj -

- Sj M SVU as is obvious from the relations = ”sIs1 and SlSlS|
- = -S?S?S?- Hence on the basis °f a high-temperature expansion,^

have proved that the left-hand side of (A.3) vanishes for P ^ *

equivalent to eq. (3-8).
Suppose that eq. (3-8) is not correct for some finite value of the 

temperature. Then, if the high-temperature expansion would have 
radius of convergence, the correlation functions would show a nonan y 

behaviour which would correspond to the occurrence of a phase 
Excluding the possibility of a phase transition in a one-dimensional system 

with short-range interactions and assuming a finite radius of convergen 

we see that eq. (3.8) should be valid at all nonzero temperat

APPENDIX B
correlation functions and the integrals

In this appendix we list the
ing in eq. (U.10). The correlation functions are given by

occurring in eq

x x Qx x . _
( pISk-1Sk+1SiSp+1

.x „x . . „x„x

f JL(-T)P0-T2)(1-«po)* if k=1> P+1

-<pISk-1Sk+1><PISlV^=^ *

0

i(.T)P“2(1-T^)(l-6po), if 2<k<

if k> p+2, (B-1)

, cx_x Qx x v \ p_S, S, „S , S . , ' - HI k k+1 1 P+1

,x_x . .

if 1iki

-(PlSX+, ■

Clearly (B.l) and (B.2) vanish for p=0. Furthermore we have

Ip-1

, if kxP+1 ■ (B-2

(PlS^+1> =i(-T)P. <PlS^+1> = f('T) ' ■ <PIS»V>
X,.> = i(-T)P+1.

<Pl^Sp+1> = Ak«po+ (-T)P(1-V)] (B.3)

The integrals in (U.10) are given by
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(ll+I2+I3)sinh2J(Ti-T2) = ^-[-82 + sinh2gJ] ,

(I]+l2+I3)sinh 2J(t1-t2) = £l-2gJ_1 + J-2 sinh 2gJ] (B*U)

and

I3 cosh2J( T1-T2) = ^[MB-t)t+2J 2cosh2gJ - J 2cosh(2g-2i)J - J 2cosh 2tJ]» 

I3 sinh2J(T1-T2) = 8-t)t +2J 2cosh2f3J - J 2cosh(2g-2x)J - J cosh 2xJ] ,
O

I3 sinh 2J(t1-t2) = ^J~2[sinh 28J - sinh(2g-2x)J - sinh 2tJ ] . (B.5)

APPENDIX C

In this appendix we prove eqs. (6.2) - (6.1+), following the line of 

reasoning of ref. 29, section 7. The hamiltonian (6.1) can be written

X = T - ~1 I J' | V2 + | J* |W2 , (c.i)

where

T = 2J J SXSX - b l SY ,
<i,j> 10 i 1

(C.2)

V = 1 l s® - J'lJ'l"1 [ sf], 
ieA iEB

(c. 3)

w = [ l s? + J'lJ'l"1 Is?]. 
ieA A ieB

(c.U)

According to ref. 29, the free energy per particle is given by 

f = min max f [3C0 (£, n) ] ,
C n

where

tfoU.n) = T - |J'|CV + | J' | nW + $y\j'\ U2-n2) .

Eq. (C.5) is correct, since

lim JP
*4" -x»

exp[-g3C0(C,n) ]

< exp[-63C0(^,n) ] >
(w- < exp[-g3C0(^,n) ]W >\ 2S\

<expH#0(5,n)]> / /

(C.5)

(C.6)

= 0. (c.7)

Eq. (C.7) follows from the fact that the hamiltonian 3Cg(£,n) is a linear



combination of independent hamiltonians of linear chains, so that th 

average at the left-hand side of (C.T) can factorized as a product o 

averages over linear chains. As a result the average at the left han 
of (C. 7) can be written as CL "V2^ , jCi j» where ^ is the number °f 

chains, N the number of atoms in a chain and are intrachain correlat’ 

functions. In the thermodynamic limit CL tends to infinity and the 

hand side of (C.7) vanishes.
Since 3Cg(£,n) is a linear combination of hamiltonians of independent 

linear chains, the free energy can also be expressed in terms of the 

energy per particle of one linear chain. We have

f = min max f 13C0 (C, n) ]
K n

where

(C.8)

*o(*,n) = T - |j'|U-n) I' Sa + J'U+n) p s® + 2n| J' | (C2-n2). (C.9)
ieA 1 ieB

Here £ and n are the solutions of the molecular field equations

3f 0. 3f = 03n

which lead to the lowest value of f. Eqs. (C- 10) can also be written

' | J' I"1 l S“] > (e-BK°U’n) > \ 

iGB 1

iGB

(c.10)

5 -I
< e-G3C0( 5>n) O s“

LieA

= N
< e-ftfC0U>n) [ V S ®

iGA 1

Eq. (C.12) has a solution n = 0, unless y = ct and J' > 0. This is obvious 

in the ferromagnetic case with J1 < 0, since the hamiltonian 0) ^-s

invariant under a translation over one lattice distance in the linear chain, 

so that the average values of the a components of the spins belonging to the 

sublattices A and B are equal. In the antiferromagnetic case with y ^ a, the 

hamiltonian invariant under a rotation over it around the y axis,

followed by a translation over one lattice distance. This implies that the 

average value of the a component of a spin of sublattice A is minus the 

average value of the a component of a spin of sublattice B. In both cases 

we see that eq. (C.12) has a solution n = 0. Since according to ref. 29, the 

second molecular field equation 3f/3n = 0 defines a unique function
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n=n(S), n = 0 is the only solution of eq. (C.12). Now esq. (6.2) - (6.U) 

are obvious, unless y = a and J' > 0, after inserting n = 0 in eq. (C.9)

(C.11).

We finally discuss the special case that y = a and J' >0. Clearly eq. 
(C.12) has a solution no(^) £ 0 for £ = 0 in the presence of the magnetic 

field beQ = be^ . Then, expanding (C.12) for small values of the parameters 

K and An = n - no , one finds

An J'lx Ar>act,a + quadratic terms. (C.13)

In particular, the linear term in £ vanishes and each solution An t 0 must 

be quadratic in £. This implies that we can neglect the terms with An » 

we are interested in the linear terms in £ in eq. (C.ll). For small values 

of £, eq. (C.ll) reduces to

£ = |J’ U j dx < e~e*^°v/£0(T) > < e“6* >_1 (C-1 2 3 * 5 6 7

. 0 where

.*°(t) XTe (C-15)

and

T = 2J I S*S* - lb-|j'|n0(b)] l s“ -2K|j'|n„(b) . 
i i

(C.l6)

Now eq. (6.12) is obvious from (C.lU).
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SAMENVATTING

Een belangrijk probleem in de statistische mechanica is de berekening van 

thermodynamische grootheden voor een veel-deeltjes systeem, uitgaande van de 

microscopische wisselwerkingen tussen de deeltjes. Hiertoe moet men de loga- 

ritme van de toestandssom (of de vrije energie) per deeltje bepalen. Door 

differentieren kunnen dan de thermodynamische grootheden van het systeem 
worden afgeleid. In veel gevallen is een exacte berekening niet mogelijk.

In verband hiermee kan het van belang zijn eenvoudige modelsystemen te be- 

studeren. In dit proefschrift wordt aandacht besteed aan enige aspecten van 
een-dimensionale quantum spin systemen (spin \) met anisotrope exchange wis

selwerkingen tussen naaste buren onder invloed van een uitwendig magneetveld. 

De resultaten kunnen ook experimenteel van belang zijn in het geval van 
(drie-dimensionaie) systemen, die bestaan uit een aantal ketens, zodanig, dat 

de wisselwerking binnen de ketens veel sterker is dan die tussen de ketens.
In hoofdstul. I van dit proefschrift wordt een hoge temperatuur ontwikke- 

!ing gegeven tot en met B6, (B = (kT)”1), voor het xx element x^ van de 

susceptibiliteitstensor van het een-dimensionale XY model. Bij de bereke

ning wordt gebruik gemaakt van een projectie operator methode, die het moge
lijk maakt gemiddelden van operatoren in het spin-cyclische XY model uit te 

drukken in gemiddelden over het c-cyclische en het c-anticyclische XY model. 

Hierbij moet voor x een gemiddelde worden berekend van produkten van ope
ratoren, waarin een factor voorkomt die zowel de c-cyclische als de c-anti

cyclische hamiltoniaan bevat. Deze factor, die niet optreedt bij de bereke

ning van Xzz> maakt een exacte berekening van Xxx onmogelijk. Tevens wordt 

aangetoond dat de x -susceptibiliteit per deeltje in het spin-cyclische 

model verschilt van die in het c-cyclische model, zelfs in de thermodyna

mische limiet. Dit illustreert de moeilijkheden, die kunnen optreden, wan- 
neer het c-cyclische model gebruikt wordt voor de berekening van thermodyna

mische grootheden.
In hoofdstuk II wordt het anisotrope een-dimensionale Heisenberg model

met verschillende exchange constanten J , J en J beschouwd. Gebruik-
x y

makend van een eerste orde storingsrekening in Jz en tevens van eerder ge- 
vonden resultaten voor het anisotrope XY model en een hoge temperatuuront 

wikkeling voor het isotrope geval met Jx = Jy = Jz* wordt een hoge tempe
ratuur on twikkeling gegeven voor de soortelijke warmte per deeltje tot en met 

orde B^ en voor x tot en met orde B6 •A'7'7
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In hoofdstuk III worden resultaten gegeven,die ook geldig zijn voor lage 

temperaturen. De elementen van de susceptibiliteitstensor van een Ising 

keten in een parallel en loodrecht magneetveld worden exact berekend,behalve 

de parallel susceptibiliteit xxx in een loodrecht veld (Deze wordt met behulp 

van storingsrekening behandeld). Voor voldoend lage temperaturen vertoont de 

susceptibiliteit van een antiferromagnetische Ising keten een minimum voor 

b = 0 en bijgevolg een maximum voor een eindig magneetveld b. Ook worden de 

staggered susceptibiliteiten gegeven. Tenslotte wordt een discussie gegeven 

die betrekking heeft op de overgang van antiferromagnetisme naar paramagne- 

tisme in systemen bestaande uit zwak gekoppelde lineaire ketens.
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1. De bestudering van buigpunten in magnetisatie-isothermen 
van een-dimensionale (antiferromagnetische) spinsystemen 
kan inzicht geven in de mate van anisotropie van de 
wisselwerking tussen de spins.

Hoofdstuk III van dit proefschrift.

2. Voor een een-dimensionaal Ising model met xx-koppelingen
en een magneetveld b in de z-richting zijn de correlatie- 
functies <pSY(f) > voor p >_2 tot en met orde b2
gelijk aan nul. ^

Hoofdstuk III van dit proefschrift.

3. Het feit dat Van Hemmen en Vertogen het verschil in uit- 
komst tussen de transversale susceptibiliteit voor het 
a-cyclische en c-cyclische XY model als "meer dan ver- 
rassend" ervaren, illustreert het belang van een 
precieze omschrijving van de thermodynamische-limiet- 
procedure.

J.L. van Hemmen en G. Vertogen, Physica 8lA (1975)
391.
Hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift.

U. Bij de microscopische afleiding van de Fokker-Planck- 
vergelijking maakt Resibois gebruik van een commutatie- 
relatie voor de projectie-operator. Deze relatie is 
onjuist, maar beinvloedt het eindresultaat niet.

P. Resibois, Electrolyte Theory, Harper and Row
(New York, Evanston and London, 1968) 68.

5. De verklaring die Reith en Swinney geven voor het
verloop van de depolarisatiefactor als functie van het 
temperatuurverschil T-Tc voor hun lichtverstrooiings- 
experiment is onjuist.

L.A. Reith en H.L. Swinney, Phys.Rev. A12 (1975) 109^*



6. De methode die Guertin e.a. gebruiken om legeringen van 
palladium en zeldzame aarden te homogeniseren is niet 
toereikend.

R.P. Guertin, H.C.Praddaude, S. Foner, E.J. McNiff Jr. 
en B. Barsoumian, Phys.Rev. BJ (1973) 2jh.

7- De experimentele gegevens over de anomalie in de 
y-verdeling en de produktie van muonparen bij anti
neutrino-hadron verstrooiing zijn niet in overeenstemming 
met een gemeenschappelijke verklaring voor beide effecten, 
zoals gesuggereerd door Benvenuti e.a.

A. Benvenuti, D. Cline, W.T. Ford, R. Imlay, T.Y. Ling, 
A.K. Mann, F. Messing, R. Orr, D.D. Reeder, C. Rubbia, 
R. Stefanski, L. Sulak en P. Wanderer,
Phys.Rev.Letters 35. ( 1975) 12^9 en _3U ( 1975) 597*

8. In een aantal klassieke een-dimensionale spinsystemen met 
alternerende wisselwerkingen treedt onder invloed van een 
uitwendig magneetveld voor T=0 slechts een fase-overgang 
op, in tegenstelling tot het geval van een alternerende 
quantummechanische XY keten.

J.H.H. Perk, H.W. Capel, M.J. Zuilhof en Th.J. Siskens, 
Physica 8jA (1975) 319*

9* In het boek "Theorie du Magnetisme" van A. Herpin zal men 
tevergeefs zoeken naar de numerieke waarden van de half- 
tallige Brillouin functies.

A. Herpin, Theorie du Magnetisme, Presses universi- 
taires de France (Paris, 1968) 132, 133.

10. Het gebruik van leesteksten bij het onderwijs in de 
natuurkunde op het V.W.O. kan een bijdrage leveren tot 
een beter begrip van de natuurkunde.


